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INTRODUCTION  
 
In the governance of blue-green (BG) roofs, one of the major challenges is exploring opportunities for the development of an 
economically viable business case for BG roof investments, based on insights into the total cost of ownership (TCO) and the 
assessment of economic, environmental, and social benefits that is part of the societal cost-benefit analysis (SCBA)1. This 
deliverable provides a governance perspective on two interrelated  challenges for the business case for BG roof investments: 
 
 

CHALLENGE 1  An 80% subsidy for BG roof investments in the Resilio project is provided by the European Union 
(EU) under the Urban Innovative Actions (UIA) program, which supports the construction of the BG roof and the 
first five years of roof maintenance for the principal investor. After these five years the 80% subsidization of 
maintenance costs end, leaving the principal investor responsible for all maintenance costs over the lifetime of 
the roof. Hence, the first challenge is to address how the maintenance costs of BG roofs of the Resilio roofs will 
be paid, given that they are significantly higher than the maintenance costs of conventional roofs, in order to 
ensure the Resilio roofs will remain operational after five years despite the additional costs. 
 
CHALLENGE 2  The 80% subsidy for BG roof investments in the Resilio project is provided by the EU’s UIA program 
to develop, test, and validate new innovative solutions for sustainable urban development, but will inevitably end 
after the subsidization period. Thus, the second challenge is how to grow BG roofs in Amsterdam beyond the 
Resilio project based on the knowledge, resources, and capabilities developed by the consortium of partners in 
the Resilio project, based on an economically viable business case which is not dependant on the 80% EU-UIA 
subsidy. This challenge also relates to the wider process of potentially scaling up BG roofs beyond the Resilio 
project to other (European) cities, which do also not have the benefit of an 80% subsidization of the Resilio project.  

 
 
 
Related to these challenges, this deliverable provides a governance perspective on the development of a business case for 
BG roofs based on the financial information developed through the SCBA, focusing specifically in opportunities to cover the 
TCO from the perspective of the roof owner as principal investor over the lifetime of the BG roof, based on experiences in 
the Resilio project. In addition, this is translated into an overview of possible trajectories and key dimensions for the wider 
upscaling of BG roofs as a sustainable solution for urban climate change adaption and urban water management, given that 
an economically viable business case is an essential backbone for scaling up BG roofs in Amsterdam and other cities. The 
deliverable is structured as follows: 
 

 

SECTION 1  Key information: Costs, benefits, and transfer mechanisms 

SECTION 2  Challenge 1: Maintaining the Resilio roofs when the subsidy ends 

SECTION 3 Challenge 2: Growing BG roofs in Amsterdam  

SECTION 4 Upscaling: Trajectories for scaling up BG roofs beyond the Resilio project 

SECTION 5 Upscaling: Key dimensions in scaling up BG roofs beyond the Resilio project 

 

Within WP6, this deliverable bridges the governance perspective of WP6.1 focusing on key themes in the governance of BG 
roofs, and the financial perspective of WP6.5 on the identification of costs and monetization of economic, environmental, 
and social benefits of BG roof investments.   

 
1 The policy brief developed in work package 6.5 by the VU University Amsterdam provides a detailed overview of the TCO and SCBA, based on information gathered over the course of the 
Resilio project, as well as input from scientific literature and discussions with experts . All tables and overviews in this deliverable are derived from the policy brief. 
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1. KEY INFORMATION: COSTS, BENEFITS, AND TRANSFER MECHANISMS 
 

The societal cost-benefit analysis (SCBA) that has been conducted for BG roofs based on the Resilio project, based on all 
available financial information in Resilio, academic literature, and expert interviews, provides insights in the TCO from the 
perspective of the principal investor, and identifies which economic, environmental, and social benefits are associated with 
BG roof investments, and identifies how these can be monetized. The SCBA, which has been developed by VU University 
Amsterdam in work package 6.5, is therefore the backbone of this deliverable focusing on the governance aspects of the 
development of a business case of BG roofs. Given that the financial information in the SCBA is underpinning the analysis in 
this deliverable, this first section provides overview of all relevant financial data, extracted from the SCBA, which is described 
in more detail in the policy brief provided on this topic. It focuses on two options for BG roof investments: a complete new 
roof construction (removing old) including new black roofing and the construction of blue-green roofing layer, or overlaying 
a new black layer on existing black roofing layer and the construction of blue-green roofing layer (the financial analysis in the 
SCBA is more extensive and also includes scenario’s accounting for climate change, for this deliverable this is not taken into 
account, as it has no effect on the business case challenges from a governance perspective). Several parameters are 
underpinning the financial overviews (see the SCBA for an extensive illustration of uncertainties and assumptions). 

      

Parameter Value Relevance for the business case 
Lifespan blue-green roof 60 years Lifespan of the BG roof has major implications for the TCO, and 

therefore the (potential) financial contribution of stakeholders 

 

Lifespan conventional roof 30 years Lifespan of the conventional roof is adopted as a baseline in the 

analysis for a business case for the Resilio roofs (challenge 1) 

 

Discount rate 2% Discount rate adopted for all calculations in the SCBA 

 

RESILIO Roof Area 10000 m2 The amount of BG roof surface space in the Resilio project 

 

RC value of blue-green roofs 6 The optimal RC value that is assumed for BG roofs for all 

calculations 

Table 1: The core parameters adopted for the SCBA, prepared by the VU University as part of the SCBA in work package 6.5 

 

COSTS OF BG ROOFS Total cost of ownership from principal investor perspective  

The TCO of BG roofs includes the initial investment in the construction of the roof and the maintenance costs over the lifetime 
of the roof. The construction costs for the BG roof are as follows: 
 

Variable Value range per m2 Description 
Black roof layer 

construction 
(removing old) 

€ 202.46 – 

€ 249.28 

Construction new roof & dismantling old roofing: costs for regular black roofing 

layer underneath blue-green layer. Price including BTW (21%). Making roof 

suitable for blue-green roof. 

 

Black roof layer 

overlaying 
(on existing layer) 

 

€ 100.00 

 

Overlaying a new black layer on an existing black roofing layer, underneath 

blue-green layer1. 

 

Blue Layer 
 

€ 50.00 

 

Blue layer including protective layer, buffer crates, filter fleece and a Smart 

Roof Weir - 1 Smart Roof Weir needed per 500 m2. 
 

Electric utility 
 

€ 0.58 - € 3.70 

 

Construction electric utility on roof. 

 

Water utility / tap 

(optional) 

 

€ 0.00 - € 8.74 

 

Construction water tap point (optional) 

 

Green Layer 
 

€ 35.00 - € 40.00 

 

Assuming a basic Sedum Roof. More biodiverse roof are more costly. Prices 

mentioned up to €72 / m2.  

 

Other: Transport, safety 

& construction 

 

€ 10.34 - € 42.35 

 

Other costs included in contract price for blue-green roofs: transport, safety & 

construction costs. 

Table 2: Construction costs (one time) of the TCO, prepared by the VU University as part of the SCBA in work package 6.5 
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The maintenance costs for the BG roof are as follows: 

Variable Value per m2 Description Occurrence 
Correctional maintenance € 5.00 Regular correctional maintenance. Half-time of conventional 

roof lifespan (every 15 years) 

 

Replacing Roof Weir 
 

€ 3.00 

 

Assumption that (some) replacing and 

maintenance necessary after 30 years for optimal 

functioning. This is adapted to fit the lifespan 

assumed in CBA.  

 

After 30 years 

 

Re-inspection 
 

€ 0.40 

 

As with a regular roof 

 

Every 3 years 

 

Maintenance Gutters 
 

€ 0.20 

 

Gutter maintenance  

 

Every year 

 

Green maintenance 
 

€ 4.00 

 

Maintenance of green layer.  

Twice per year €2.00 per m2 

 

Every year 

 

Maintenance Roof Weir / 

SFC 

 

€ 0.17 –  

€ 0.90 

1 Smart Roof Weir per 500 m2.  
 

Maintenance costs drop with increasing number of 

SRW per roof. Costs range from €450 per roof for 1 

device to €250 per roof for 3+ devices. 

 

 

Every year 

Table 3: Maintenance costs (recurring) of the TCO, prepared by the VU University as part of the SCBA in work package 6.5 

 

In order to make a comparison between a BG roof and a conventional roof, particularly in relation to challenge one discussed 
in section 3, the TCO (initial investment + maintenance over the lifetime) are as follows: 

Table 4: Construction and maintenance costs of conventional roofs, prepared by the VU University as part of the SCBA in work package 6.5 

While these tables reflect that the TCO of BG roofs are substantially higher than conventional roof, the BG roof presents 
different types of urban stakeholders with a broad range of potential economic, environmental, and social benefits2: real 
estate value increase as an economic benefit, and increased biodiversity, increased water retention and storage, heat 
reduction (building/city), air quality improvement, noise reduction, and (potential) avoided public costs as environmental and 
social (i.e. societal) benefits. While from a business case perspective, the difficulty to quantify these societal benefits makes 
any calculation very reliant on assumptions made in the SCBA, and thus entangled with uncertainties and ‘soft’ values, is 
provides a strong basis for analyzing the role of stakeholders in BG roof investments from a governance perspective, which is 
the focus of this deliverable. Additional benefits, such as accessible roofs for residents of citizens, which can potentially be 
exploited (non-)commercially, as well as the combination with sustainable build environment solutions, are not part of the 
Resilio project and thus not quantified in the overview below (although these are part of the transfer mechanisms in table 6).

 
2 See works package 6 deliverable 6.1.1 for more details and sources 

 

Variable Value per m2 Description Occurrence 
 
Construction costs conventional roof 
 

Installation costs 

conventional roof 
€176.33-€249.00 Based on contracting price incl. btw. A 

conventional black roof is usually slightly 

different in costs from the black layer 

underlaying a blue-green roof as it requires less 

preparation for suitability. 

Complete new roof construction 

(removing old): In year 1 

 

Overlaying costs 

conventional roof 

 

€100.00 

 

What overlaying a conventional roof would 

normally cost 

 

Overlaying new black layer on 

existing black roofing layer: In year 1 

 
Maintenance costs conventional roof 
 

Correctional 

maintenance 

conventional roof 

€5.00 Correctional maintenance costs of conventional 

roof (same for blue-green roof) 

Every 15 years 

 

Re-inspection 

conventional roof 

 

€0.40 

 

Inspection costs of conventional roof (same for 

blue-green roof) 

 

Every 3 years 

 

Yearly maintenance 

conventional roof 

 

€0.40 

 

Maintenance costs of conventional roof 

 

Every year 
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BENEFITS OF BG ROOFS Monetary values of economic, environmental, and social benefits 

The table below as part of the SCBA visualizes the monetized benefits of BG roofs, which are an essential part of developing a business case for BG roofs from a governance perspective, as it 
allows to address how specific benefits (e.g. societal benefits such as biodiversity) can be a basis for co-investments or direct payments between stakeholders (see transfer mechanisms for all 
available transfer mechanisms). A calculation module for the SCBA (next page) allows for creation low, medium, and high values for each of the cost and benefit categories. 

 

Table 5: Monetized benefits of BG roofs, prepared by the VU University as part of the SCBA in work package 6.5, for specific calculations see the policy brief of WP6.5 on the SCBA 

 

Variable Value per m2 Description Occurrence 
 

Avoided 
installation costs 

conventional roof 
(overlaying) 

 
 

€ 176.33- €249.00 
§ Avoided installation costs in year 30 in scenarios with overlaying. It is assumed that in case of a regular roof, a new roof would be 

constructed in year 30. While with a blue-green roof this is avoided because of its lifespan of 60 years.  

Overlaying new 
black layer on 
existing black 
roofing layer: 
In year 30 

 
Avoided 

overlaying costs 
conventional roof 

(new roof) 
 
 

€ 100.00 
§ Avoided overlaying costs in year 30 in scenarios where a new roof is constructed. It is assumed that in case of a regular roof, overlaying 

of the existing black layer would occur in year 30. While with a blue-green roof this is avoided because of its lifespan of 60 years. 

Complete new roof 
construction 
(removing old):  
In year 30 

 
Water retention: 
Indirect & Direct  

  
 

Indirect:  
€0.02 – €0.09 

Direct:  
€ 0.03 – €0.27 

§ Monetary benefit from risk reduction of indirect and direct damage to housing from flooding in a neighbourhood from 10000 m2 
blue-green roof vs. no extra retention.  
 

Yearly 

 
Biodiversity 

 
€ 1 § WTP of Amsterdam citizens Once 

Heat: Avoided 
mortality € 0.23 - €0.50 

§ Mortality reduction during heat days (average summer temperatures) from indoor temperature reduction by blue-green roofs.  
§ Assumption: 1 – 2.5 degrees Celsius reduction in indoor temperature in summer  

  
Yearly 

Real Estate Value 
Increase € 0.21 - €2.14 

§ Assumption: Low: 1%, Medium: 5%, High 10%;  Literature: 1-21%; Life@Urban Roofs: 10% 
§ Assumed here: 1% - 10% Real Estate Increase 

 
Once 

 
Other 

 
 

€ 0.07 – €0.90 
§ Noise reduction + reduced air pollution.  
 Yearly 
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CALCULATION MODULE  Calculator for business case scenario’s in MS Excel  

In the addition to an overview of all costs and monetized benefits of BG roofs, a calculation module to calculate different scenario’s is part of the SCBA, which is visualized below. This deliverable 
focuses on the governance aspects of the business case rather than the financial aspects, but the calculation module and overviews provided in this section are integral part of this deliverable. 
Without any transfer mechanisms in place, the NPV is EUR 1.322.947 negative over the lifetime of the roof (see the calculation model in Excel for all details). It looks as follows:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discounted Benefits Discounted Costs NPV

Fixed parameters Number Slider € 3.868.560,26 € 5.191.508,20 -€ 1.322.947,94
Roof Area* (m2) 10000
Discount rate (2%) 1,02
Number of roofs of 1000 m2 10
*Roof area can be adapted, but effects of scale are not included in calculations

Low Average High Unit Occurrence

Construction costs Value per m2 Slider

€ 202,46 € 230,91 € 249,28 m2 60 years Black roofing layer for a new roof € 230,00

€ 100,00 € 100,00 € 100,00 m2 60 years Overlaying costs € 0,00

€ 0,58 € 2,40 € 3,70 m2 60 years Constructing Electricity Utility € 2,40

€ 0,00 € 2,60 € 8,74 m2 60 years Construction Water Utility (optional) € 2,60

€ 50,00 € 50,00 € 50,00 m2 60 years Blue Layer (Metropolder) € 50,00

€ 35,00 € 37,50 € 40,00 m2 60 years Green Layer € 37,50

€ 10,34 € 23,85 € 42,34 m2 60 years Transport, safety, construction etc. € 23,85

Low Average High Unit Occurrence Maintenance cost Value Slider

€ 5,00 € 5,00 € 5,00 m2 30 years Correctional maintenance € 5,00

€ 0,20 € 0,20 € 0,20 m2 Yearly Maintenance gutters € 0,20

€ 0,40 € 0,40 € 0,40 m2 Every 3 years Re-inspection € 0,40

€ 4,00 € 4,00 € 4,00 m2 Yearly Green maintenance € 4,00

€ 0,17 € 0,35 € 0,90 m2 Yearly Maintenance Smart Drop System (Metropolder) € 0,35

€ 3,00 € 3,00 € 3,00 m2 Year 30 Replacing Smart Drop (Half-time) € 3,00

Low Average High Unit Occurrence Comparison correction costs: conventional roof Value Slider

€ 176,33 € 221,19 € 249,00 m² Year 1 Construction costs of a regular roof € 220,00

€ 100,00 € 100,00 € 100,00 m² Year 1 Overlaying costs conventional roof € 0,00

€ 5,00 € 5,00 € 5,00 m² every 15 years Correctional maintenance conventional roof € 5,00

€ 0,40 € 0,40 € 0,40 m² every 3 years Re-inspection conventional roof € 0,40

€ 0,40 € 0,40 € 0,40 m² Yearly Yearly maintenance conventional roof € 0,40

Low Average High Unit Occurrence Benefits belonging solely to blue-green roof Value Slider

€ 100,00 € 100,00 € 100,00 m² Year 30 Avoided overlaying costs of conventional roof (after its lifespan) € 100,00

€ 176,33 € 221,19 € 249,00 m² After 30 years Avoided construction costs of a conventional roof after 30 years € 0,00

0 € 1,08 € 2,16 m² Yearly Biodiversity: WTP of Amsterdam Citizens € 1,00

€ 0,017 € 0,060 € 0,093 m² Yearly Water retention: Indirect € 0,06

€ 0,030 € 0,15 € 0,27 m² Yearly Water retention: Direct € 0,15

€ 0,0003 € 0,0043 € 0,0084 m² Yearly addition Water retention: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0040

€ 24,90 € 45,65 € 66,40 m² Once (year 1) Avoided water storage costs 0

€ 0,23 € 0,37 € 0,50 m² Yearly Heat: avoided mortality € 0,37

€ 0,0018 € 0,0028 € 0,0039 m² Yearly addition Heat: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0031

€ 2,14 € 10,70 € 21,40 m² Once Real Estate Value Increase € 10,00

€ 0,03 € 0,24 € 0,50 m² Yearly Other: Air pollution reduction € 0,24

€ 0,04 € 0,18 € 0,40 m² Yearly Other: Noise reduction € 0,18

Costs

Benefits

Values as in Cost-Benefit Analysis

Carefully read the policy brief to know which components to turn on and switch off per scenario
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TRANSFER MECHANISMS (Re)distribution of costs and benefits for BG roofs  

From a governance perspective and in working towards a business case for BG roofs from the perspective of the roof owner 
as principal investor, it is essential to assess how it is possible to integrate (1) co-investments and/or (in)direct payments 
between stakeholders that benefit from BG roof investments based on the SCBA, and/or (2) expanding the benefits of the BG 
roof by incorporating value-adding features, and/or (3) reducing investment and/or maintenance costs based on the TCO, in 
order to move towards an economically viable business case both challenge 1 and 2. Given that for both challenges the 80% 
EU-UIA subsidization will not be available, and the costs of BG roofs are substantially higher than of conventional roofs as 
reflected in the tables above, adopting one or more transfer mechanisms are essential to grow the number of BG roofs 
beyond the Resilio project, and work towards a potentially scalable business case for BG roofs. In adopting a governance 
perspective on this issue, section 2 and 3 specifically address these challenges in relation to already realized Resilio roofs and 
growing BG roofs in Amsterdam beyond Resilio, while section 4 and 5 adopt a wider perspective on the trajectories and 
critical dimensions underlying the wider upscaling of BG roofs as a solution for urban climate change adaption towards the 
future. The table below provides an overview and description of all available transfer mechanisms identified for BG roofs 
based on the Resilio project.  

Transfer 
mechanism 

Category Description  Main conditions and/or examples 

Co-investments 
 

1 Co-investments in the construction costs of BG roofs 
from stakeholders which benefit from BG roofs, but 
have no (or very limited) responsibility for the TCO 
for the roof owner as principal investor 

Willingness to pay and take responsibility for 
TCO / construction costs based on monetized 
benefits and sustainable impact on society and 
urban development 

Direct payments 1 Direct payments for maintenance costs of BG roofs 
from stakeholders which benefit from BG roofs, but 
have no (or very limited) responsibility for the TCO 
for the roof owner as principal investor 

Willingness to pay and take responsibility for 
TCO / maintenance cost based on monetized 
benefits and sustainable impact on society and 
urban development 

Subsidies 1 Subsidies for the construction and/or maintenance 
costs for the roof owner as principal investor (or 
collective of owners), to stimulate the uptake of BG 
roofs as a sustainable solution for urban climate 
change adaption 

The replacement of the 80% EU-UIA 
subsidization that has financially underpinned 
the Resilio project, for the sustainable impact on 
urban development and citizen welfare 

Tax differentiation 
 

1 Tax incentives based on exemptions/differentiation 
for the roof owner as principal investor (or collective 
of owners), to offset some of the TCO  based on 
impact of BG roof investment 

Changes and/or exemptions to tax policy for 
specific benefits (e.g. water tax, sewage tax, or 
any applicable impact area of BG roof 
investments) 

Volume-based 
reimbursements 

1 Water retention and storage facilities for urban 
water management are created through BG roof 
investments, for which volume-based 
reimbursements could be provided to the roof 
owner as principal investor (or collective of owners), 
to offset some of the TCO  based on impact of BG 
roof investment 

All BG roofs need to be connected to an 
interconnected system of BG roofs in order to 
become part of urban water management, and 
the scale of retention/storage facilities needs to 
be substantial enough to have a meaningful 
impact in the overall water management system 

Lease/rent of 
accessible rooftop 
space 
 

2 For accessible rooftops, the roof’s design could allow 
for the (non-)commercial exploitation by the roof 
owner or contracted third parties, for which 
lease/rent is charged to offset some of the TCO   

Accessible rooftop space which can be accessed 
on a regular/continuous basis, for options such 
as urban farming, outside bars or restaurants, or 
(catered) meeting and socializing places 

Pay-for-benefit or 
pay-for-use roof of 
accessible rooftop 
space 
 

2 
 

For accessible rooftops, occupants of the building 
could pay for access to an (attractive) rooftop area, 
or pay for specific benefits such as indoor heat 
reduction in the floor directly under the BG roof 
(related to the cooling impact of the BG roof) 

Accessible rooftop space which can be accessed 
by occupants of the building for recreational 
purposes (not the case in Resilio); legal option to 
increase rents and/or ask a premium for specific 
residents based on benefits (which is very 
difficult for social housing in Resilio) 

Integrate value-
adding solutions to 
rooftop space 

2 BG roofs are part of a wider portfolio of sustainable 
solutions for the urban build environment, potential 
for combining combinations can add value to the 
rooftop environment 

Combination with (transparent) solar panels for 
sustainable energy production  at the building 
level (not the case in Resilio); impossible in 
Resilio due to technical constraints in the 
building load bearing capacity 

Reducing 
construction costs 
and/or maintenance 
costs 

3  Reduction of different types of costs associated with 
the TCO over the roof’s lifespan for the roof owner 
as principal investor, including the one-time 
construction costs + reoccurring maintenance costs 

Realistic options for costs reductions can be 
taken into account to move towards a neutral or 
positive NPV for BG roof investments; 
technology development may have a impact on 
the lowering of costs over time, due to its 
increased maturity stage and wider diffusion  

Table 6: Transfer mechanisms for the (re)distribution of costs based on benefits of BG roof investments 
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2. CHALLENGE ONE: MAINTAINING RESILIO ROOFS AFTER SUBSIDY ENDS 
 

Based on the key information in section 1, this section addresses the first challenge related to the business case in the Resilio 
project, focused on the already realized Resilio roofs. An 80% subsidy for BG roof investments in the Resilio project is provided 
by the EU under the UIA program, which supports the construction of the BG roof and the first five years of roof maintenance 
for the principal investor. After these five years the 80% subsidization of maintenance costs end, leaving the principal investor 
responsible for all maintenance costs over the lifetime of the roof. The first challenge is to address how the maintenance 
costs of BG roofs of the Resilio roofs will be paid, given that they are significantly higher than the maintenance costs of 
conventional roofs, in order to ensure the Resilio roofs will remain operational after five years despite the additional costs. 
While the maintenance costs of BG roofs are higher than conventional roofs, there are obviously a wide range of benefits to 
BG roofs that conventional roofs do not have, which can be monetized as reflected in the SCBA introduced in section 1. 
However, from a governance perspective, the key question is which stakeholder(s) benefit from BG roof investments, and 
whether these stakeholder(s) are willing to cover part of the costs based on the monetized benefits they enjoy. In the status 
qua situation, all costs are incurred by the principal investor as owner of the roof (in the case of Resilio the housing 
corporations), with the responsibility to cover all maintenance costs, whilst they do not necessarily reap all the 
(predominantly environmental and social) benefits of BG roof investments, as visualized below for the Resilio roofs below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the benefits (green) side, this reflects that the majority of benefits are relevant for the city as a whole, thus attributed to 
the municipality as main representative of the city, while the costs (red) are solely payed by the roof owner as principal 
investor, with a EU subsidy on maintenance that ends after the first five years. After that, the roof owner is responsible for 
all costs, while the benefits are distributed more widely amongst other stakeholders. Hence, the transfer mechanisms that 
have been identified in section 1 are introduced to transfer costs based on the benefits enjoyed by each stakeholder. Applied 
to the Resilio roofs, this looks as follows: 
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Transfer mechanism Relevant Reason for YES/NO for challenge 1  

Co-investments 
 

NO All initial investments for roof construction have already been finalized  

Direct payments YES Direct payments between stakeholders based on SCBA are possible 

Subsidies YES Subsidies for covering the TCO (including maintenance costs) are possible 

Tax differentiation 
 

YES Tax differentiation on water or sewage tax are possible, but are probably difficult to 
realize in the short-term due to the legislative decision-making process 

Volume-based 
reimbursements 

YES Value-based reimbursements for the water storage capacity of BG roofs are possible, 
although a large scale of water storage facilities on BG roofs need to be available to 
have a meaningful impact on urban water management (not the case at present for 
the m2 of total BG roofs developed in Resilio) 

Lease/rent of accessible 
rooftop space 
 

NO All Resilio rooftop environments realized for the housing corporations are non-
accessible3, so leasing or renting out the space is not a possibility 

Pay-for-benefit or 
Pay-for-use roof of 
accessible rooftop space 
 

NO All Resilio rooftop environments realized for the housing corporations are non-
accessible, so using the rooftop by the building and/or neighborhood residents is not 
a possibility 

Integrate value-adding 
solutions to rooftop space 

NO Installing solar panels on the Resilio rooftop environments realized for the housing 
corporations has been impossible due to technical limitations of the existing build 
environment at each specific location4 
 

Reducing construction costs 
and/or maintenance costs 

YES Reducing maintenance costs is an essential part and most promising option for the 
Resilio roofs to reduce the TCO, specifically the maintenance costs after 5 years 
 

Table 7: Assessment of transfer mechanisms for the (re)distribution of costs based on benefits for challenge 1 

The calculation module in the SCBA allows for the introduction of specific interventions in the table above, to see the overall 
impact on the business case and NPV of BG roof investments. In the baseline situation, without any transfer mechanisms 
applied, the NPV is EUR 1.322.947 negative over the lifetime of the roof, with the discounted benefits at EUR 3.868.560 and 
the discounted costs at EUR 5.191.508. Based on this assessment, as well as the expert sessions on the SCBA and business 
case conducted in October 2020, January 2021, and June 2021, two options emerged as most promising to address the first 
challenge: focusing on maintenance cost reduction by subsidization, and moving towards direct payments for societal 
benefits from key stakeholders. Each is discussed in short below, with exemplary calculations on the next pages, which reflect 
whether and how a positive NPV is reached, focusing on the maintenance costs only (in line with the focus of challenge 1). 
Whilst these are only exemplary of opportunities to create a positive NPV, it is evident from interviews and the expert sessions 
part of the governance work package (WP6.1) with the housing corporations as principal investors in the Resilio project that 
there needs to be a deployment of transfer mechanisms when the 80% EU-UIA subsidization is not taken into account, as the 
majority of societal benefits are beneficial to the city as a whole, and are not necessarily the responsibility of individual actors 
(public or private) in the city.  
 
Hence, for the Resilio roofs to remain operational after the subsidy period, it is essential to discuss amongst the key 
stakeholders which transfer mechanisms potentially could be available to the roof owner (this has been the focus of the 
combined governance and SCBA session in June 2021). During the expert meeting in June 2021, the housing corporations 
stated that for investments in BG roofs beyond Resilio, it would be condition that the city government and/or waterboard 
would co-invest (via subsidies, tax reductions, direct payments, or other transfer mechanisms) for the extra costs incurred 
for BG roof investments compared to conventional roofs: given that their primary task is to offer affordable housing in the 
city, and that they are already responsible for a number of other sustainability-related investments on their buildings, their 
ability-to-pay for all societal benefits for BG roofs beyond Resilio is very limited. For the already realized roofs, their 
preference is also to have compensation from public funding beyond the 5 year EU subsidy on maintenance, but this is not 
the most important for them (as some housing corporations already took the extra maintenance costs beyond the EU subsidy 
into account upon entering the project). What is key is that upscaling under the current conditions without EU subsidy, 
without any transfer of costs to other stakeholders that have (societal) benefits from BG roof investments, is not viable from 
a financial point of view. The next section goes into this issue in more detail. 
 

 
3 The rooftop of the Innovation Lab at the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences is accessible, but has a different type of purpose (research, education, showcasing) and need for a 
business case compared to the roofs of housing corporations, and are therefore not taken into consideration here 
4 The rooftop of the Innovation Lab at the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences does have solar panels for research purposes, but is not taken into consideration here due to the 
different nature of the roof compared to the roofs of housing corporations 
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The starting position based on the SCBA from a financial perspective: in the starting position the NPV is EUR 1.322.947 negative over the lifetime of the roof, with the discounted benefits at 
EUR 3.868.560 and the discounted costs at EUR 5.191.508, with the values of costs and benefits as provided below. From a governance perspective, it is essential to consider that the costs for 
the roof owner as principal investor have to invest in are ‘hard’ and economic in nature and will occur upon making an investment decision, while the benefits are largely ‘soft’ environmental 
and social in nature. In the starting position, without application of transfer mechanisms, the roof owner as principal investor is solely responsible for all monetized benefits.    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discounted Benefits Discounted Costs NPV
€ 3.868.560,26 € 5.191.508,20 -€ 1.322.947,94

Construction costs Value per m2 Slider
Black roofing layer for a new roof € 230,00
Overlaying costs € 0,00

Constructing Electricity Utility € 2,40

Construction Water Utility (optional) € 2,60

Blue Layer (Metropolder) € 50,00

Green Layer € 37,50

Transport, safety, construction etc. € 23,85

Maintenance cost Value Slider
Correctional maintenance € 5,00

Maintenance gutters € 0,20

Re-inspection € 0,40

Green maintenance € 4,00

Maintenance Smart Drop System (Metropolder) € 0,35

Replacing Smart Drop (Half-time) € 3,00

Costs

Comparison correction costs: conventional roof Value Slider

Construction costs of a regular roof € 220,00

Overlaying costs conventional roof € 0,00

Correctional maintenance conventional roof € 5,00

Re-inspection conventional roof € 0,40

Yearly maintenance conventional roof € 0,40

Benefits belonging solely to blue-green roof Value Slider

Avoided overlaying costs of conventional roof (after its lifespan) € 100,00

Avoided construction costs of a conventional roof after 30 years € 0,00

Biodiversity: WTP of Amsterdam Citizens € 1,00

Water retention: Indirect € 0,06

Water retention: Direct € 0,15

Water retention: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0040

Avoided water storage costs 0

Heat: avoided mortality € 0,37

Heat: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0031

Real Estate Value Increase € 10,00

Other: Air pollution reduction € 0,24

Other: Noise reduction € 0,18

Benefits
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1. Focusing primarily on subsidization of the TCO, a positive NPV could be achieved from the perspective of the principal investor through: (1) a 75% subsidy on green and blue maintenance 
of 25% (reducing the costs for the principal investor from EUR 4 to EUR 3 for annual green maintenance per m2, and EUR 0,35 to EUR 0,18 per m2 for annual blue (smart weir) maintenance, and 
(2) a subsidy on construction costs of 25% for the black roofing layer on the new roof (from EUR 230 to EUR 172,5 per m2), blue layer (from EUR 50 to EUR 37,5 per m2), and green layer (from 
EUR 37,5 to EUR 28,2 per m2) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Discounted Benefits Discounted Costs NPV
€ 3.868.560,26 € 3.644.196,96 € 224.363,30

Comparison correction costs: conventional roof Value Slider

Construction costs of a regular roof € 220,00

Overlaying costs conventional roof € 0,00

Correctional maintenance conventional roof € 5,00

Re-inspection conventional roof € 0,40

Yearly maintenance conventional roof € 0,40

Benefits belonging solely to blue-green roof Value Slider

Avoided overlaying costs of conventional roof (after its lifespan) € 100,00

Avoided construction costs of a conventional roof after 30 years € 0,00

Biodiversity: WTP of Amsterdam Citizens € 1,00

Water retention: Indirect € 0,06

Water retention: Direct € 0,15

Water retention: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0040

Avoided water storage costs 0

Heat: avoided mortality € 0,37

Heat: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0031

Real Estate Value Increase € 10,00

Other: Air pollution reduction € 0,24

Other: Noise reduction € 0,18

Benefits
Construction costs Value per m2 Slider

Black roofing layer for a new roof € 172,50

Overlaying costs € 0,00

Constructing Electricity Utility € 2,40

Construction Water Utility (optional) € 2,60

Blue Layer (Metropolder) € 37,50

Green Layer € 28,20

Transport, safety, construction etc. € 23,85

Maintenance cost Value Slider
Correctional maintenance € 5,00

Maintenance gutters € 0,20

Re-inspection € 0,40

Green maintenance € 2,00

Maintenance Smart Drop System (Metropolder) € 0,18

Replacing Smart Drop (Half-time) € 3,00

Costs
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2. Focusing primarily on direct payments of the TCO, a positive NPV could be achieved from the perspective of the principal investor through: (1) a direct payment on green maintenance of 
50% (reducing the costs for the principal investor from EUR 4 to EUR 2 for annual green maintenance per m2, given that the green layer on the roof is perceived as ‘public green space’ by the 
city government, and (2) a direct payment of EUR 0,4 for the direct and indirect water retention capacity of the BG roof provided by the water board (direct high scenario of EUR 0,3 per m2, 
and indirect high scenario of EUR 0,1 per m2), and (3) a 20% premium that the roof owner is willing to pay extra for the societal impact of BG roofs in line with the organization’s sustainability 
mission, which lowers the black roofing layer for a new roof, the blue layer, and the green layer for the principal investor to 80% if the starting situation 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discounted Benefits Discounted Costs NPV
€ 3.937.386,82 € 3.861.290,47 € 76.096,35

Comparison correction costs: conventional roof Value Slider

Construction costs of a regular roof € 220,00

Overlaying costs conventional roof € 0,00

Correctional maintenance conventional roof € 5,00

Re-inspection conventional roof € 0,40

Yearly maintenance conventional roof € 0,40

Benefits belonging solely to blue-green roof Value Slider

Avoided overlaying costs of conventional roof (after its lifespan) € 100,00

Avoided construction costs of a conventional roof after 30 years € 0,00

Biodiversity: WTP of Amsterdam Citizens € 1,00

Water retention: Indirect € 0,10

Water retention: Direct € 0,30

Water retention: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0040

Avoided water storage costs 0

Heat: avoided mortality € 0,37

Heat: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0031

Real Estate Value Increase € 10,00

Other: Air pollution reduction € 0,24

Other: Noise reduction € 0,18

Benefits

Construction costs Value per m2 Slider
Black roofing layer for a new roof € 184,00
Overlaying costs € 0,00

Constructing Electricity Utility € 2,40

Construction Water Utility (optional) € 2,60

Blue Layer (Metropolder) € 40,00

Green Layer € 30,00

Transport, safety, construction etc. € 23,85

Maintenance cost Value Slider
Correctional maintenance € 5,00

Maintenance gutters € 0,20

Re-inspection € 0,40

Green maintenance € 2,00

Maintenance Smart Drop System (Metropolder) € 0,35

Replacing Smart Drop (Half-time) € 3,00

Costs
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3. Focusing primarily on both subsidization and direct payments of the TCO, a positive NPV could be achieved from the perspective of the principal investor through: (1) a subsidy on both 
construction and maintenance of the blue and green layer from the city government of 25%, which includes the maintenance part (reducing the costs for the principal investor from EUR 4 to 
EUR 3 for annual green maintenance per m2, and EUR 0,35 to EUR 0,26 per m2 for annual blue (smart weir) maintenance) and construction part (blue layer from EUR 50 to EUR 37,5 per m2,  
green layer from EUR 37,5 to EUR 28,2 per m2, and black roofing layer for a new roof from EUR 230 to 172,5), a direct payment for water retention by the water board of EUR 0,37 per m2 (direct 
EUR 0,27 per m2, indirect EUR 0,10 per m2), and (3) an assumed real estate appreciation of EU 20 instead of EUR 10 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discounted Benefits Discounted Costs NPV
€ 4.022.216,90 € 4.019.614,54 € 2.602,36

Comparison correction costs: conventional roof Value Slider

Construction costs of a regular roof € 220,00

Overlaying costs conventional roof € 0,00

Correctional maintenance conventional roof € 5,00

Re-inspection conventional roof € 0,40

Yearly maintenance conventional roof € 0,40

Benefits belonging solely to blue-green roof Value Slider

Avoided overlaying costs of conventional roof (after its lifespan) € 100,00

Avoided construction costs of a conventional roof after 30 years € 0,00

Biodiversity: WTP of Amsterdam Citizens € 1,00

Water retention: Indirect € 0,10

Water retention: Direct € 0,27

Water retention: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0040

Avoided water storage costs 0

Heat: avoided mortality € 0,37

Heat: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0031

Real Estate Value Increase € 20,00

Other: Air pollution reduction € 0,24

Other: Noise reduction € 0,18

Benefits

Construction costs Value per m2 Slider
Black roofing layer for a new roof € 172,50

Overlaying costs € 0,00

Constructing Electricity Utility € 2,40

Construction Water Utility (optional) € 2,60

Blue Layer (Metropolder) € 37,50

Green Layer € 28,20

Transport, safety, construction etc. € 23,85

Maintenance cost Value Slider
Correctional maintenance € 5,00

Maintenance gutters € 0,20

Re-inspection € 0,40

Green maintenance € 3,00

Maintenance Smart Drop System (Metropolder) € 0,26

Replacing Smart Drop (Half-time) € 3,00

Costs
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3. CHALLENGE TWO: GROWING BLUE-GREEN ROOFS IN AMSTERDAM  
 

Based on the key information in section 1, this third addresses the first challenge related to the business case in the Resilio 
project, focused on growing the number of BG roofs in Amsterdam. The 80% subsidy for BG roof investments in the Resilio 
project is provided by the EU’s UIA program to develop, test, and validate new innovative solutions for sustainable urban 
development, but will inevitably end after the subsidization period. Thus, the second challenge is how to grow BG roofs in 
Amsterdam beyond the Resilio project based on the knowledge, resources, and capabilities developed by the consortium of 
partners in the Resilio project, based on an economically viable business case which is not dependent on the 80% EU-UIA 
subsidy. Growing BG roofs in Amsterdam beyond Resilio could broadly emerge through four scenario’s: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8: Scenario’s for growing BG roofs based on type of principal investor and type of building, focus on one quadrant 

Given that the partners in the RESILIO consortium that are the primary investors are housing corporations, and the geographic 
focus of the project is Amsterdam, the focus of this deliverable is on public investments on existing buildings as a starting 
point for growing BG roofs in Amsterdam (the other quadrants will be discussed more broadly in section 4 and 5). Given that 
the calculation model in the SCBA provides opportunities to calculate how different scenario’s play out financially, this 
deliverable focuses primarily on the transfer mechanisms and their application in relation to growing BG roofs in Amsterdam 
This can be visualized as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public investment 
in a BG roof on an 
existing building 

 

Public investment in 
a BG roof on a new 

building 

Private investment 
in a BG roof on an 
existing building 

Private investment 
in a BG roof on a 

new building 

Public principal investor 

Private principal investor 

Existing buildings New buildings 

CENTER: RESILIO PROJECT 

BAND 1: EXISTING CONSORTIUM 

BAND 2: ADDING PARTNERS 

BAND 3: EXPANDING THE SCOPE 

RESILIO 
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In the center is the original Resilio project and its partnership, with the 10.000 m2 of BG roofs that has been developed in the 
Resilio program. From this center towards the first band, the central question whether the existing partner organizations in 
the original Resilio consortium (particularly the City of Amsterdam, housing corporations DeKey, Stadgenoot, De Alliantie, 
Waternet, and Metropolder) will sign a covenant to continue to invest in BG roofs beyond the boundaries of the Resilio 
project, arguably based on an economically viable business case which is developed through the application of one or more 
transfer mechanisms identified in this deliverable. Other key supporting partners in the Resilio project, such as Rooftop 
Revolutions and the knowledge institutions, could also be part of this continued collaboration, depending on the relevance 
of their involvement to the principal investors in BG roofs. In the second band, adding new housing corporations by leveraging 
the knowledge, resources, and capabilities regarding BG roof investments from the existing consortium partners could be a 
new step to grow BG roofs in Amsterdam, which could sign on to the covenant where similar type of partner organizations 
(housing corporations) bundle their efforts for BG roof investments. Finally, the third band is about a wider scaling of BG roofs 
in Amsterdam to other public and private organizations that are interested in this solution, potentially stimulated by public 
policies for BG roof investments such as a subsidy program, tax incentives, and lower costs because of the scale-based 
advantages that could start to materialize when BG roofs are becoming more widely diffused in Amsterdam, which could give 
organic growth to the number of BG roofs in Amsterdam. Concretely related to the transfer mechanisms, several key points 
can be made: 

Transfer mechanism Governance perspective for challenge 2  

Co-investments 
 

Focusing on the initial investment of the TCO for the construction of the roof, co-investments between 
stakeholders which benefit from the construction of BG roofs could be an important driver for band 1 
between the existing project partners, and provide a stimulus to add other housing corporations in 
band 2 that are positive about the Resilio project results and subsequent co-investments between 
stakeholders in the original consortium. Proof of a potentially positive NPV will be essential in this 
respect, and an active role and continued commitment of key stakeholders such as the city 
government and water board could be central in ensuring the continuation of BG roof investments  
 

Direct payments Focusing on the maintenance costs of the TCO for the construction of the roof, direct payments 
between stakeholders based on SCBA are important to make sure the Resilio roofs maintain 
operational after 5 years, and an agreement reached in this respect can also serve as a basis for 
continuing the collaboration in band 1, and proof of an opportunity to develop a positive NPV based on 
frameworks that are put in place for potential new investors in band 2 and 3. 
 

Subsidies Given the early development stage of BG roofs as a solution, it is essential that a subsidy program for 
covering the TCO (including maintenance costs) is put in place similar to the one provided by the EU-
UIA, given the environmental and social benefits of BG roofs. However, 80% is not realistic – based on 
the calculation model and monetization of the societal benefits, a subsidy similar to the current subsidy 
on green roofs in Amsterdam is recommended, whereby connection into the city-wide system of BG 
roofs as started in Resilio should be a condition to have the scale-based advantages of BG roof 
investments that only materialize after large-scale deployment of the solution.  
 

Tax differentiation 
 

Tax differentiation on water or sewage tax are possible, but can be difficult to realize in the short-term 
due to the lack of proven impact and causal relations between BG roof investments and impact on the 
sewer system, and the need for changes through the legislative decision-making processes. However, 
when BG roofs are applied on a larger scale as a solution, it could be fruitful to see whether tax 
exemptions/reductions for sewer and water tax for the owner of BG roofs that are part of the 
interconnected system of BG roofs in the city are an option. 
 

Volume-based 
reimbursements 

Volume -based reimbursements for the water retention and storage capacity of BG roofs are possible, 
although a large scale of water storage facilities on BG roofs need to be available to have a meaningful 
impact on urban water management (not the case at present for the m2 of total BG roofs developed in 
Resilio). However, to offset some of the TCO for the roof owner in this early stage of development, and 
as a way of showing that BG roofs can be meaningful addition to the water storage capacity in the city 
that has potential for further growth, a (modest) reimbursement could be a positive signal for potential 
investors in band 2 and 3.  
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Lease/rent of accessible 
rooftop space 
 

All Resilio rooftop environments realized for the housing corporations are non-accessible5, so leasing or 
renting out the space is not a possibility. For new roofs beyond Resilio in band 1, 2, and 3, it is 
worthwhile for roofs with the potential to be assessable (i.e. if it fits with regulatory guidelines, 
technical specifications, and load baring capacity of the roof) to use the calculation module in the SCBA 
to analyze how leasing/renting out rooftop space affects the NPV. 
 

Pay-for-benefit or 
Pay-for-use roof of 
accessible rooftop space 
 

All Resilio rooftop environments realized for the housing corporations are non-accessible, so using the 
rooftop by the building and/or neighborhood residents is not a possibility. For new roofs beyond 
Resilio in band 1, 2, and 3, it is worthwhile for roofs with the potential to be assessable (i.e. if it fits 
with regulatory guidelines, technical specifications, and load baring capacity of the roof) to use the 
calculation module in the SCBA to analyze how pay-for use of the roof by building occupants affects the 
NPV. 
 

Integrate value-adding 
solutions to rooftop space 

Installing solar panels on the Resilio rooftop environments realized for the housing corporations has 
been impossible due to technical limitations of the existing build environment at each specific 
location6. For new roofs beyond Resilio in band 1, 2, and 3, it is worthwhile for roofs with the potential 
to be assessable (i.e. if it fits with regulatory guidelines, technical specifications, and load baring 
capacity of the roof) to use the calculation module in the SCBA to analyze how solar panels that can 
generate electricity for the building (and thus cuts the electricity bill) affect the NPV. 
 

Reducing construction costs 
and/or maintenance costs 

Reducing maintenance costs is an essential part and most promising option for the Resilio roofs to reduce 
the TCO, specifically the maintenance costs, and create a positive NPV for the roof owner. The SCBA has 
shown that maintenance costs have a very significant impact on the business case of BG roofs, and that 
particularly a reduction in green maintenance and a reduction in service costs for the weirs are very 
promising to move towards a positive NPV (see examples for illustrative calculations). 
 

Table 9: Assessment of transfer mechanisms for the (re)distribution of costs based on benefits for challenge 2 

 

The calculation module in the SCBA allows for the introduction 
of specific interventions in the table above, to see the overall 
impact on the business case and NPV of BG roof investments. 
In the baseline situation, without any transfer mechanisms 
applied, the NPV is EUR 1.322.947 negative over the lifetime of 
the roof, with the discounted benefits at EUR 3.868.560 and 
the discounted costs at EUR 5.191.508, as visualized on the 
right. From a governance perspective, and in growing BG roofs 
towards bands 1, 2, and 3 beyond the Resilio project, this does 
not yet constitute a scalable business model, given the 
economic viability without any transfer mechanism is not 
there. On the next pages, sample calculations with specific 
interventions are provided, although this merely serves as 
examples of creating a positive NPV and scalable business 
model, and more options are possible depending on the input 
variables. This calculation m can be used by policy makers to 
assess how some of the transfer mechanisms above affect the 
NPV of the roof investment, or by roof owner aiming to gain 
insight in how the TCO is looking over the lifetime of the roof, 
and whether the investment is worthwhile, depending on for 
example the actor’s sustainability and climate strategy (e.g. a 
multinational firm with a strong CSR focus investing in a new 
sustainable office building, a housing corporation with a strong 
strategic commitment to sustainability targets, a city 
government with ambitious targets for climate change adaption and mitigation deciding on a policy framework for BG roof 
investments).  Hence, the calculations on the next pages are indicative of the options that are available based on table 9.

 
5 The rooftop of the Innovation Lab at the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences is accessible, but has a different type of purpose (research, education, showcasing) and need for a 
business case compared to the roofs of housing corporations, and are therefore not taken into consideration here 
6 The rooftop of the Innovation Lab at the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences does have solar panels for research purposes, but is not taken into consideration here due to the 
different nature of the roof compared to the roofs of housing corporations 
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The starting position based on the SCBA from a financial perspective: in the starting position the NPV is EUR 1.322.947 negative over the lifetime of the roof, with the discounted benefits at 
EUR 3.868.560 and the discounted costs at EUR 5.191.508, with the values of costs and benefits as provided below. From a governance perspective, it is essential to consider that the costs for 
the roof owner as principal investor have to invest in are ‘hard’ and economic in nature and will occur upon making an investment decision, while the benefits are largely ‘soft’ environmental 
and social in nature. In the starting position, without application of transfer mechanisms, the roof owner as principal investor is solely responsible for all monetized benefits.    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Discounted Benefits Discounted Costs NPV
€ 3.868.560,26 € 5.191.508,20 -€ 1.322.947,94

Construction costs Value per m2 Slider
Black roofing layer for a new roof € 230,00
Overlaying costs € 0,00

Constructing Electricity Utility € 2,40

Construction Water Utility (optional) € 2,60

Blue Layer (Metropolder) € 50,00

Green Layer € 37,50

Transport, safety, construction etc. € 23,85

Maintenance cost Value Slider
Correctional maintenance € 5,00

Maintenance gutters € 0,20

Re-inspection € 0,40

Green maintenance € 4,00

Maintenance Smart Drop System (Metropolder) € 0,35

Replacing Smart Drop (Half-time) € 3,00

Costs

Comparison correction costs: conventional roof Value Slider

Construction costs of a regular roof € 220,00

Overlaying costs conventional roof € 0,00

Correctional maintenance conventional roof € 5,00

Re-inspection conventional roof € 0,40

Yearly maintenance conventional roof € 0,40

Benefits belonging solely to blue-green roof Value Slider

Avoided overlaying costs of conventional roof (after its lifespan) € 100,00

Avoided construction costs of a conventional roof after 30 years € 0,00

Biodiversity: WTP of Amsterdam Citizens € 1,00

Water retention: Indirect € 0,06

Water retention: Direct € 0,15

Water retention: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0040

Avoided water storage costs 0

Heat: avoided mortality € 0,37

Heat: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0031

Real Estate Value Increase € 10,00

Other: Air pollution reduction € 0,24

Other: Noise reduction € 0,18

Benefits
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1. Compared to the situation without transfer mechanisms in place (whereby the NPV is EUR 1.322,947 negative), a positive NPV could be achieved from the perspective of the principal 

investor through: (1) a co-investment by stakeholders of 50% in total for the roof owner in the construction costs, including the black roofing layer for a new roof, the blue layer, and the green 
layer (which lowers the investment costs in the construction for the principal investor by 50%), (2) maintenance costs for green maintenance from EUR 4,0 to EUR 3,0 per m2, and (3) maintenance 
costs for smart drop from EUR 0,35 to EUR 0,3 per m2: 
 

 

  

Discounted Benefits Discounted Costs NPV
€ 3.868.560,26 € 3.228.518,89 € 640.041,37

Comparison correction costs: conventional roof Value Slider

Construction costs of a regular roof € 220,00

Overlaying costs conventional roof € 0,00

Correctional maintenance conventional roof € 5,00

Re-inspection conventional roof € 0,40

Yearly maintenance conventional roof € 0,40

Benefits belonging solely to blue-green roof Value Slider

Avoided overlaying costs of conventional roof (after its lifespan) € 100,00

Avoided construction costs of a conventional roof after 30 years € 0,00

Biodiversity: WTP of Amsterdam Citizens € 1,00

Water retention: Indirect € 0,06

Water retention: Direct € 0,15

Water retention: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0040

Avoided water storage costs 0

Heat: avoided mortality € 0,37

Heat: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0031

Real Estate Value Increase € 10,00

Other: Air pollution reduction € 0,24

Other: Noise reduction € 0,18

Benefits
Construction costs Value per m2 Slider

Black roofing layer for a new roof € 115,00

Overlaying costs € 0,00

Constructing Electricity Utility € 2,40

Construction Water Utility (optional) € 2,60

Blue Layer (Metropolder) € 25,00

Green Layer € 17,70

Transport, safety, construction etc. € 23,85

Maintenance cost Value Slider
Correctional maintenance € 5,00

Maintenance gutters € 0,20

Re-inspection € 0,40

Green maintenance € 3,00

Maintenance Smart Drop System (Metropolder) € 0,30

Replacing Smart Drop (Half-time) € 3,00

Costs
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2. In option 2 (and still compared to the situation without transfer mechanisms in place, whereby the NPV is EUR 1.322,947 negative), a positive NPV from the perspective of the principal 

investor could be achieved through: (1) a co-investment by stakeholders of 30% in total for the roof owner in the construction costs, including the black roofing layer for a new roof, the blue 
layer, and the green layer (which lowers the investment costs in the construction for the principal investor by 50%), (2) maintenance costs for smart drop from EUR 0,35 to EUR 0,3 per m2, and 
(3) biodiversity as a benefit valued at EUR 2 instead of EUR 1 (through direct payment to owner from city government because of policies for increasing biodiversity): 
 

 

Discounted Benefits Discounted Costs NPV
€ 4.216.169,13 € 4.204.127,76 € 12.041,37

Comparison correction costs: conventional roof Value Slider

Construction costs of a regular roof € 220,00

Overlaying costs conventional roof € 0,00

Correctional maintenance conventional roof € 5,00

Re-inspection conventional roof € 0,40

Yearly maintenance conventional roof € 0,40

Benefits belonging solely to blue-green roof Value Slider

Avoided overlaying costs of conventional roof (after its lifespan) € 100,00

Avoided construction costs of a conventional roof after 30 years € 0,00

Biodiversity: WTP of Amsterdam Citizens € 2,00

Water retention: Indirect € 0,06

Water retention: Direct € 0,15

Water retention: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0040

Avoided water storage costs 0

Heat: avoided mortality € 0,37

Heat: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0031

Real Estate Value Increase € 10,00

Other: Air pollution reduction € 0,24

Other: Noise reduction € 0,18

Benefits

Construction costs Value per m2 Slider
Black roofing layer for a new roof € 161,00
Overlaying costs € 0,00

Constructing Electricity Utility € 2,40

Construction Water Utility (optional) € 2,60

Blue Layer (Metropolder) € 35,00

Green Layer € 24,50

Transport, safety, construction etc. € 23,85

Maintenance cost Value Slider
Correctional maintenance € 5,00

Maintenance gutters € 0,20

Re-inspection € 0,40

Green maintenance € 4,00

Maintenance Smart Drop System (Metropolder) € 0,30

Replacing Smart Drop (Half-time) € 3,00

Costs
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3. In option 3 (and still compared to the situation without transfer mechanisms in place, whereby the NPV is EUR 1.322,947 negative), a positive NPV from the perspective of the principal 

investor could be achieved through: (1) a 40% subsidy on the construction costs of the blue and green layer (through subsidy by city government), (2) maintenance costs for green maintenance 
from EUR 4,0 to EUR 2,0 per m2, (3) maintenance costs for smart drop from EUR 0,35 to EUR 0,25 per m2, (4) biodiversity as a benefit valued at EUR 2 instead of EUR 1 (through direct payment 
to owner from city government because of policies for increasing biodiversity), and (5) water retention valued from EUR 0,21 to EUR 0,30 (through reimbursements for water storage): 

 
 

 

 

 

  
Construction costs Value per m2 Slider

Black roofing layer for a new roof € 230,00

Overlaying costs € 0,00

Constructing Electricity Utility € 2,40

Construction Water Utility (optional) € 0,00

Blue Layer (Metropolder) € 30,00

Green Layer € 22,50

Transport, safety, construction etc. € 23,85

Maintenance cost Value Slider
Correctional maintenance € 5,00

Maintenance gutters € 0,20

Re-inspection € 0,40

Green maintenance € 2,00

Maintenance Smart Drop System (Metropolder) € 0,25

Replacing Smart Drop (Half-time) € 3,00

Comparison correction costs: conventional roof Value Slider

Construction costs of a regular roof € 220,00

Overlaying costs conventional roof € 0,00

Correctional maintenance conventional roof € 5,00

Re-inspection conventional roof
€ 0,40

Yearly maintenance conventional roof
€ 0,40

Benefits belonging solely to blue-green roof Value Slider

Avoided overlaying costs of conventional roof (after its lifespan) € 100,00

Avoided construction costs of a conventional roof after 30 years € 0,00

Biodiversity: WTP of Amsterdam Citizens € 2,00

Water retention: Indirect € 0,10

Water retention: Direct € 0,30

Water retention: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0040

Avoided water storage costs 0

Heat: avoided mortality € 0,37

Heat: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0031

Real Estate Value Increase € 10,00

Other: Air pollution reduction € 0,24

Other: Noise reduction € 0,18

Costs

Benefits

Construction costs Value per m2 Slider
Black roofing layer for a new roof € 230,00

Overlaying costs € 0,00

Constructing Electricity Utility € 2,40

Construction Water Utility (optional) € 0,00

Blue Layer (Metropolder) € 30,00

Green Layer € 22,50

Transport, safety, construction etc. € 23,85

Maintenance cost Value Slider
Correctional maintenance € 5,00

Maintenance gutters € 0,20

Re-inspection € 0,40

Green maintenance € 2,00

Maintenance Smart Drop System (Metropolder) € 0,25

Replacing Smart Drop (Half-time) € 3,00

Comparison correction costs: conventional roof Value Slider

Construction costs of a regular roof € 220,00

Overlaying costs conventional roof € 0,00

Correctional maintenance conventional roof € 5,00

Re-inspection conventional roof
€ 0,40

Yearly maintenance conventional roof
€ 0,40

Benefits belonging solely to blue-green roof Value Slider

Avoided overlaying costs of conventional roof (after its lifespan) € 100,00

Avoided construction costs of a conventional roof after 30 years € 0,00

Biodiversity: WTP of Amsterdam Citizens € 2,00

Water retention: Indirect € 0,10

Water retention: Direct € 0,30

Water retention: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0040

Avoided water storage costs 0

Heat: avoided mortality € 0,37

Heat: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0031

Real Estate Value Increase € 10,00

Other: Air pollution reduction € 0,24

Other: Noise reduction € 0,18

Costs

Benefits

Discounted Benefits Discounted Costs NPV
€ 4.282.214,81 € 4.085.529,58 € 196.685,23
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4. In option 4 (and still compared to the situation without transfer mechanisms in place, whereby the NPV is EUR 1.322,947 negative), a positive NPV from the perspective of the principal 

investor could be achieved through: (1) a 50% subsidy on the construction costs of the blue and green layer (through subsidy by city government), (2) maintenance costs for green maintenance 
from EUR 4,0 to EUR 2,0 per m2, (3) an assumed real estate value increase from EUR 10 to EUR 20 per m2, (4) water retention valued from EUR 0,21 to EUR 0,40 (through reimbursements for 
water storage), and (5) correctional maintenance costs from EUR 5 to EUR 3 per m2: 
 

 
 

 

  

Discounted Benefits Discounted Costs NPV
€ 4.035.426,03 € 4.031.430,17 € 3.995,86

Comparison correction costs: conventional roof Value Slider

Construction costs of a regular roof € 220,00

Overlaying costs conventional roof € 0,00

Correctional maintenance conventional roof € 5,00

Re-inspection conventional roof € 0,40

Yearly maintenance conventional roof € 0,40

Benefits belonging solely to blue-green roof Value Slider

Avoided overlaying costs of conventional roof (after its lifespan) € 100,00

Avoided construction costs of a conventional roof after 30 years € 0,00

Biodiversity: WTP of Amsterdam Citizens € 1,00

Water retention: Indirect € 0,10

Water retention: Direct € 0,30

Water retention: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0040

Avoided water storage costs 0

Heat: avoided mortality € 0,37

Heat: Yearly additional avoided damage climate change € 0,0031

Real Estate Value Increase € 20,00

Other: Air pollution reduction € 0,24

Other: Noise reduction € 0,18

Benefits
Construction costs Value per m2 Slider

Black roofing layer for a new roof € 230,00

Overlaying costs € 0,00

Constructing Electricity Utility € 2,40

Construction Water Utility (optional) € 2,60

Blue Layer (Metropolder) € 25,00

Green Layer € 17,50

Transport, safety, construction etc. € 23,85

Maintenance cost Value Slider
Correctional maintenance € 3,00

Maintenance gutters € 0,20

Re-inspection € 0,40

Green maintenance € 2,00

Maintenance Smart Drop System (Metropolder) € 0,35

Replacing Smart Drop (Half-time) € 3,00

Costs
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In addition to the table, several considerations are key to mention here at the intersection of governance and the business 
case in the context of growing BG roofs in Amsterdam beyond Resilio, and the wider discussion on moving from subsidized 
pilot project to a scalable business case for BG roofs. Key input for these points were provided by all Resilio partner 
organizations during the expert meetings on this topic, particularly the session in June 2021. 

 

- Perspective of the principal investor: to move from pilot project to upscaling of BG roofs, it is essential for all 

stakeholders associated with BG roof investments to focus on the perspective of the principal investor who is 

responsible for the TCO over the lifetime of the roof, and assess which benefits associated with the BG roof 

investment could translate into contributing financially to some towards a positive NPV. At its current development 

stage, it is evident that both construction and maintenance costs of BG roofs are higher than for conventional roofs, 

while the benefits of BG roof investments are mostly environmental and social in nature, thus benefitting society 

as a whole. In interviews on governing BG roofs, housing corporations as principal investors in Resilio have stated 

that it is unfair that individual organizations are solely responsible for investing in sustainable solutions that benefits 

the city as a whole. Given the negative NPV without compensation and adoption of one or more transfer 

mechanisms, it is essential for stakeholders to have an actively role in realizing a positive NPV for the principal 

investor, particularly when specific benefits have a positive effect on a specific stakeholder. During the expert 

meeting in June 2021, several options were discussed in relation to which stakeholder is responsible for paying for 

the societal benefits of BG roofs: 1) the building owner is fully responsible, 2) the city government and water board 

are fully responsible, and 3) an even split between building owner, city government, and water board. Whilst 

stakeholders in the project have different opinions on this (ranging from no subsidy to full subsidization as the 

baseline, depending on the stakeholder), the overall consensus was that the third option is most promising overall, 

whereby all involved stakeholders also identified that achieving reduction in costs (as discussed in this section) as 

well as enlarging the benefits of the roof by making it accessible or combining it with solar panels, would make the 

business case very different and potentially more attractive. Given that this has not turned out to be possible in the 

Resilio project, this has not been integrated in the SCBA and this deliverable, although the next sections will reflect 

on it in a more generic way, given that it is crucial to wider upscaling of BG roofs.  

- Willingness to pay from key stakeholders: the willingness to pay for benefits by stakeholders is an essential part in 

moving towards a positive NPV, given that a positive NPV for BG roof investments without any of the transfer 

mechanisms being adopted does not seem possible at present (which is not remarkable for a technological solution 

such as BG roofs that are in a relatively early stage of development). Hence, a sustainable urban development 

orientation from key stakeholders such as the municipality and waterboard, as well as for other urban stakeholders 

that could be potential investors in BG roofs based on their sustainability mission to contribute to urban 

development, is central for a positive NPV. In the case of housing corporations in Amsterdam, they have always 

been a ‘willing’ partner of the city government for urban development, and thus a stakeholder that is promising for 

further collaboration on BG roofs (under the right conditions). In essence, it comes down to a policy question for 

the city government: does the city want to stimulate BG roof investment with subsidies for their societal benefits 

(similar to green roof subsidies), and which way would then be the most effective and future proof? While the SCBA 

clearly reflects that the costs outweigh the benefits from a financial stance point at present (under the conditions 

in the specific Resilio situation), policy can still be geared towards supporting BG roof investments for their societal 

benefits (which can also be argued from the perspective of having scale-based advantages, as reflected below). 

- Paradigm shirt for roof landscape: From a governance perspective, it is important to conceptually thing of rooftop 

environments in (densely populated) cities as potential new parts of urban spaces, which are fundamentally 

different from the tradition way of thinking where a rood is merely ‘covering the top of the building’ without any 

additional functionality. Whilst accessible rooftops have not been realized in Resilio, and have therefore not been 

an integral part of the SCBA or the business case, they have been identified in the transfer mechanisms as 

potentially value-adding opportunities for BG roofs whereby pay-for-use, pay-for-benefit, or lease/rent 

constructions could be an important opportunity for the roof owner to offset (part of) the maintenance costs, which 

in turn have a substantial impact on the TCO and creation of a positive NPV. Especially in urban locations where 

green spaces are scarce and hard to realize in alternative ways, as well as on locations which are most promising 

and potent from a flooding and heat stress perspective (in Amsterdam, a potency map for the whole city has been 

developed within the Resilio project focused on heat and water). 

- Policy frameworks for support essential: While 80% subsidization is possible for a pilot project as a proof-of-

concept environment to develop, test, and validate a solution, it is not realistic for a subsidization program after 

Resilio. Yet, based on the societal benefits that are prevalent for BG roof investments over the economic benefits, 

some kind of subsidization, tax incentives, and impact-based reimbursements as part of a wider policy framework 
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for sustainable investments in BG roofs is essential in this stage of development to stimulate the wider uptake of 

BG roofs. Given that the SCBA has identified that the TCO on larger roofs have lower costs per m2 than for smaller 

roofs, it is important to analyze which conditions for the investments need to be part of such a framework to reap 

the benefits of BG roofs beyond the roof- and building-level (i.e. for climate change adaption and water 

management for the city as a whole). In the expert session in June 2021, all project partners agreed that public 

funding for the societal benefits would be important for growing BG roofs in Amsterdam beyond Resilio, whereby 

it is important that the focus would be on a one-time contribution focusing on the total TCO over the lifetime of 

the roof, rather than a form of an annual contribution over the lifetime of the roof (e.g. for maintenance costs), 

which would complicated given the change in political leadership every four years, and this type of continuous 

public funding over larger time periods is not preferable from the perspective of the city government and water 

board. Any type of policy framework needs to be future proof, and aligned with other policy instruments such as 

Amsterdam’s rainwater ordinance for water storage on private property for new construction and major 

transformations to buildings in the existing build environment. As one of the participants put it in the June 2021 

session: simplicity is key. 
- Impact of scale on sustainable impact: Many of the benefits of BG roofs will only start to materialize with large-

scale deployment of the solution in the city, such as the mitigation of urban heat island effects and have a real 

effect on urban climate change adoption and mitigation. While the 10.000 m2 of realized BG roof in Resilio is still 

very modest when considered as part of the total rooftop space in a city such as Amsterdam, it is a starting point 

to grow the number of BG roofs and to move into medium- to longer-term scale-based advantages related to these 

benefits. As identified during the expert meeting in June 2021, is important that all BG roofs, especially the ones 

funded with some kind of public funding (within the Resilio project as well as any potential future public funding 

for BG roof investments), a key condition is that BG roofs are connected to the water board Decision Support System 

(DSS). Thus, DSS integration it can be a precondition for any subsidy on BG roof investments and public policies, 

whereby key performance indicators (KPIs) should be agreed between the city government and relevant 

organizations (i.e. housing corporations). Furthermore, public policy should therefore have a long-term and 

strategic orientation on sustainable urban development with clear climate targets (as is the case in Amsterdam) to 

make them future proof, and have a holistic approach to the deployment of sustainable solutions for urban 

development, of which BG roofs is one of the solutions in a wider portfolio of potential solutions.  
- Economic value creation and property value increase: the specific situation of the Resilio project, where BG roofs 

are installed on residential buildings for social housing in the existing build environment, which are non-accessible 

and are not combined with solar panels, is a rather difficult setting from a business case perspective. The main 

economic benefit, increase in property value, as well as other potential value-adding features of accessible rooftops 

(lease/rent for (commercial) exploitation by a third party, pay-for-use rooftop garden for residents or occupants, 

etc.), could be central drivers for a business case for BG roof investments, as the SCBA shows now that the majority 

of benefits are environmental and social (i.e. ‘hard costs, soft benefits’). Hence, for both existing and new buildings, 

increasing property value in (inner)city environments can be an important driver for BG roof investments, which 

has not been fully captured in the Resilio project. 
 

Overall, section 1, 2,  and 3 highlight that the opportunity to develop a business case for BG roofs is dependent on the 
willingness and ability to pay for societal benefits associated with BG roof investments, both for the principal investor as well 
as other key stakeholders, particularly the city government and water board (which in the case of Amsterdam, are partially 
overlapping given that the part of the water board responsible for Amsterdam is a public entity aligned with the city 
government as well). As the exemplary calculations in sections 2 and 3 based on the SCBA and calculation tool showed, 
specific interventions in terms of lowering costs (especially maintenance costs) and addressing a higher monetary value to 
certain benefits (such as the monetary value of biodiversity) have an effect on the NPV and thus the business case, however 
the governance question then still remains: while it is possible to build towards a positive NPV based on specific interventions, 
who will actually pay for these (non-economic) benefits, and through which type of transfer mechanism, remains a topic of 
discussion going forward in Resilio and beyond. Given that the benefits of BG roofs are primarily societal, public funding to 
cover part of the TCO (as reflected in the exemplary calculations) will be an important stimulus for growing BG roofs in 
Amsterdam, and is a necessity for a viable business case at present (in the Resilio situation, not including several value-adding 
solutions such as (commercially exploitable) accessible rooftop environments, combinations with sustainable solutions such 
as solar panels, or installing BG roofs on new buildings where the BG roof is part of the total investment costs for the total 
building, and does not ‘cost extra’ compared to other roofs). The next sections take a broader perspective on upscaling, and 
discuss the trajectories (section 4) and critical dimensions (section 5) associated with upscaling. 
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4. TRAJECTORIES FOR SCALING UP BG ROOFS BEYOND THE RESILIO PROJECT 

 

As stated in the introduction, the development of a business case for BG roofs is important for the challenges identified in 

section 2 and 3, as well as for the wider process of scaling up BG roofs as a solution to address urban climate change and 

urban water management beyond the boundaries of the EU-UIA funded Resilio project. Hence, in section 4 and 5, we focus 

primarily on BG roofs as a solution rather than the Resilio project and the specific context of Amsterdam. In the development 

of a business case for BG roofs, the main challenge has been to identify promising pathways towards a positive NPV, for which 

the deployment of one or more transfer mechanisms is essential: (1) co-investments and/or (in)direct payments between 

stakeholders that benefit from BG roof investments based on the SCBA, and/or (2) expanding the benefits of the BG roof by 

incorporating value-adding features, and/or (3) reducing investment and/or maintenance costs based on the TCO. In this 

section, we go into upscaling as a concept in more detail, based on insights from literature7. There is no single definition of 

upscaling. International organizations such as the World Bank and the World Health Organization (WHO) have adopted 

definitions of upscaling which can be applied to a broad number of domains. The World Bank (2005) notes in relation to 

upscaling that “implicit in the concept of scaling up is the need to go beyond business as usual, to embrace new technologies, 

new institutional arrangements, and new approaches”. Upscaling in this respect includes spatial dimensions (geographically 

enlarging projects, practices, or programs, and reproducing benefits from one local context more broadly); intertemporal 

dimensions (deepening the impact of projects or programs by expanding their duration and continuity); and dimensions 

related to influencing the (inter)national institutional environment to accommodate upscaling processes. In the context of 

health services, the WHO describes upscaling as “deliberate efforts to increase the impact of health service innovations 

successfully tested in pilot or experimental projects so as to benefit more people and to foster policy and programme 

development on a lasting basis”, which are “backed by locally generated evidence of programmatic effectiveness and 

feasibility obtained through pilot demonstration or experimental projects”. Similarly, Hartmann and Linn (2008) adopt a 

broad definition for upscaling in line with the World Bank and WHO, and define it as “expanding, adapting and sustaining 

successful policies, programs or projects in different places and over time to reach a greater number of people”.  

Other classifications and descriptions of upscaling from the field of development studies are relevant for other 

domains as well. Uvin (1995) identifies four broad directions for upscaling, which include: Quantitative upscaling, which 

means reaching more people in the same area, or expanding the geographic area in which a solution is applied; Functional 

upscaling, which constitutes expanding the scope of activities; Political upscaling, which entails influencing the (local-level) 

political agenda and institutional frameworks to better facilitate the process of scaling up; And organizational upscaling, which 

includes enhancing organizational capacity (either by internal capacity-building or via external collaboration with partners) 

to accommodate the broader diffusion and implementation of solutions (Uvin, 1995). These four directions of scaling are 

rather similar to the dimensions of upscaling identified by the World Bank (2005), and provide insight in the broad directions 

for scaling up solutions beyond the (local) context in which they have been developed. Another distinction between upscaling 

typologies relevant to a broader set of domains is developed by Cooley and Kohl (2005). They make a distinction between 

expansion, replication and spontaneous diffusion: Expansion involves bringing a pilot to scale within the organization(s) that 

developed it; Replication, in their definition, means scaling up by others than the organization that originally developed the 

initial pilot or model intervention (for example through franchising as one model); And spontaneous diffusion, involving the 

spread of good ideas or practices largely of their own accord.  

Based on these definitions of upscaling of international organizations, and building on the classifications of scaling 

identified by Cooley and Kohl (2005), Van Winden & Van den Buuse (2017) identify three types of scaling for smart city 

solutions: roll-out, expansion, and replication. We speak of roll-out when one of the pilot project partners uses the pilot’s test 

results to scale up the developed product, service or solution (market roll-out), or apply the lessons of the experiment within 

their own organization (organizational roll-out). This type of scaling applies to manufactured smart city products, or service 

innovations. We define expansion as the type of scaling that happens when the pilot project is not closed or dissolved, but is 

rather expanded with new partners or users to the project, or by enlarging the geographical area in which the project 

operates. This type of scaling is relevant for smart city projects such as mobility platforms, tourist smart cards, energy 

exchanges, online neighborhood communities. The third type of upscaling that we identify is replication, the most complex 

type, which can apply to all types of smart city solutions which are tested and developed in pilot projects. With replication, 

the solution that has been developed in a pilot project is replicated in another context, which can be in another organization 

 
7 The principal source for this section is the paper on upscaling of smart city projects by Van Winden and Van den Buuse, 2017, please see this publication for all references and sources.  
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or part of the city, as well as in another city altogether. Hence, replication can be done by the original pilot partnership but 

also by others, and the replication can be exact or by proxy. The table below provides a summary8: 

Scaling type Description Manifestations Examples 
 

Roll-out Bringing a smart city solution to the 
consumer or business-to-business 
market, or applying the solution  in the 
entire organization  

Market roll-out 
Organizational roll-out  

Smart energy meters introduced in 
consumer market; system for car 
sharing implemented in municipal 
organization  

Expansion Add more partners, users, or 
functionalities to a smart city solution, 
or enlarging the geographic area in 
which the solution is applied 

Quantitative expansion 
Functional expansion  
Geographic expansion 

Add functionalities or partners to a 
tourist smart card system; enlarge 
the geographic area of a smart 
lighting solution 

Replication Replicate (exactly or by proxy) the 
solution in another context by the 
original partners involved in the pilot 
project, or by others. 

Organizational replication 
Geographic replication 

Replicate a tested vehicle-to-grid 
system in a new part of the city; 
replicate a smart traffic light solution 
in another city 

Table 10: Scaling types for pilot project for sustainable urban development, taken from Van Winden & Van den Buuse (2017) 

Coming back to the discussion in section 3, we clearly focus on expansion, whereby the existing consortium of partners 

decides on continuing the collaboration (i.e. continue with the installment of BG roofs in Amsterdam after the RESILIO project 

is finalized, in band 2), and can possible aim to expand the number of housing corporations (band 3) and other actors in 

Amsterdam (band 4). This creates the opportunity to build on existing explicit and tacit knowledge as well as inter-

organizational and personal build up amongst existing partners in the initial project, and thus expand the number of BG roofs 

in Amsterdam. For the other scaling types, the table below provides some trajectories for upscaling in the case of BG roofs: 

Scaling manifestation Applied to BG roofs as a sustainable urban development solution 
 

Market roll-out 
 

An organization in the original consortium with specialized knowledge of BG roofs (e.g. 
Metropolder) brings the solution (and the smart weir in particular) to the consumer or business-to-
business market, based on experiences and lessons learned in RESILIO pilot project. 

Organizational roll-out An organization in the consortium with a lot or real estate and rooftop surface (e.g. the 
municipality) invests in accessible BG roofs on all existing buildings where roof 
maintenance/renovation in necessary, as well as for all new buildings in the future, thereby 
rethinking the traditional rooftop by utilizing it to create more biodiversity and outdoor space  

Quantitative expansion 
 

More partners (e.g. housing corporations) are added to the existing local ecosystem for BG roofs 
developed in Amsterdam during the Resilio pilot project, by integrating their BG roofs into the 
interconnected system of BG roofs in Amsterdam 

Functional expansion  
 

More functionalities (e.g. sustainable solutions such as solar panels) are added to the existing 
Resilio roofs or newly developed roofs by the housing corporations in the Resilio pilot project, to 
enhance the benefits of BG roofs and enhance the sustainable urban impact of the solution 

Geographic expansion More neighborhoods in the city (e.g. key areas in the city which experience heat stress and flood 
water risks) are added to the selected neighborhoods where the original Resilio pilot project was 
realized, in line with the climate change adaption and mitigation policy in the City of Amsterdam 

Organizational 
replication 
 

Housing corporations in Amsterdam that have not been part of the original consortium (e.g. 
Ymere) also start investing in BG roofs based on the positive experiences and lessons learned by 
the housing corporations in Amsterdam, driven by local subsidies and tax incentives for BG roofs  

Geographic replication European cities which aim to invest in climate change adaption and mitigation launch initiatives for 
sustainable development in the build environment, where BG roofs are part of a portfolio of 
sustainable solutions where investment frameworks are focused on, based on the lessons learned 
in the Resilio pilot project in Amsterdam 

Table 11: Scaling types for pilot project for sustainable urban development applied to Resilio and potential examples for scaling 

The next section takes a more generic perspective on the main ingredients from a business case and governance perspective 

to scale up BG roofs beyond Resilio, particularly concentrating on replication in other contexts beyond the original pilot 

context in Amsterdam by others than the original project partners.  

 
8 Further discussion on the conditions underlying each scaling trajectory, see Van Winden & Van den Buuse, 2017. 
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KEY DIMENSIONS FOR SCALING UP BG ROOFS BEYOND THE RESILIO PROJECT 
 

In relation to the governance of BG roofs, this deliverable has focused primarily on opportunities to develop a business case 
for BG roofs based on the TCO and SCBA. By incorporating both the benefits (economic, environmental, social) and costs into 
this analysis, it has primarily sought to shed light on the economic dimension of scaling up BG roofs beyond the RESILIO 
project, particularly for the public sector (housing corporations) in one specific geographic context (Amsterdam). The output 
deliverable of work package 6.1 will discuss the wider scaling of BG roofs by other types of actors to cities beyond Amsterdam, 
whereby other dimensions are important to take into consideration as well. In this vein, the area below identifies the 
dimensions that are relevant for the adoption of BG roofs by public and/or private building owners, and analyses how it 
influences (i.e. drives or hinders) the diffusion of BG roofs in urban environments, based on insights developed across all 
stages of the RESILIO project between 2019 and 2021. The dimensions are grouped into four categories (economic, 
institutional, technological, social), and coupled with the level in the urban environment at which it is most relevant (roof, 
building, neighbourhood, city). Taken together, these dimensions can be taken into consideration by public authorities as 
well as public and private actors that are considering investing in BG roofs, for all scenario’s identified in section 3. 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 12: Scenario’s for growing BG roofs based on type of principal investor and type of building, focus on all quadrants 

A. Economic dimensions 

A1. TCO assessment: From the perspective of a building/roof owner investing in BG roofs, the total cost of ownership (TCO) 

over the lifetime of the BG roof is a central tenet in the decision-making process, which entails both the initial investment 

and maintenance cost. The possibility of developing an economically viable business case which takes into account the 

additional benefits of BG roofs (i.e. economic, environmental, and social, as specified under A2), as well as additional costs 

compared to existing alternatives, determines how the investment decision will take shape. There is a distinct difference 

between realizing BG roofs as part of new construction (e.g. an office or residential building) where BG roofs have been 

integrated into the building design, and investing in a BG roof on an existing building as part of renovating and/or updating 

the existing roof: for the former the initial investment in a BG roof is part of the total capital expenditures on the building as 

a whole (and does not incur ‘extra’ initial investment costs), while for the latter there are clear differences in the costs for 

both the initial investment as well as the maintenance costs over the lifetime of the roof compared to a conventional black 

roof (as discussed in the business case section in chapter 2). In addition to the distribution of costs and benefits (see A2), 

 

Scenario 1: public 
investment in a BG 
roof on an existing 

building 

 

 

Scenario 2: public 
investment in a BG 

roof on a new 
building 

 

Scenario 3: private 
investment in a BG 
roof on an existing 

building 

 

Scenario 4: private 
investment in a BG 

roof on a new 
building 

Public principal investor 

Private principal investor 

Existing buildings New buildings 
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opportunities for developing an economically viable business case for the TCO (especially for existing buildings) is dependent 

on institutional and technological dimensions as well (most notable B1, B2, C1, C2, D1, and D2). 

A2. Distribution of costs and benefits: In addition to the TCO in relation to BG roof investments, assessing the economic, 

environmental, and social benefits and sustainability-oriented impact on the urban environment is central from a value 

creation perspective (as discussed in the SCBA). Given that the benefits of BG roofs, such as the environmental and social 

impact as well as more effective urban water management, are beneficial to other actors than the building/roof owner 

investing in a BG roof, it is essential to assess opportunities for (re)allocating costs to other actors than the building/roof 

owner, such as the city government and waterboard (also see the stakeholder dimensions under D). This may enable the 

development of a scalable and financially viable business case for BG roofs for the building/roof owner, and thus facilitate 

the wider diffusion of BG roofs in the urban environment. Furthermore, adding benefits as well as decreasing costs are 

important here as well. On the benefits side, value can be added to combining BG roods with other sustainable solutions for 

the build environment such as (light-transmitting) solar panels, creating a blue-green-yellow configuration 

(water/vegetation/solar), or by combination an accessible rooftop environment with recreational facilities for residents 

and/or other types of relevant (non-)commercial purposes, thus creating a blue-green-red configuration 

(water/vegetation/recreation). These configurations have an impact on the economic value being created through BG roof 

investments, and thus contribute to developing a business case covering the TCO (see A1) over the lifetime of the roof. On 

the costs side, opportunities for decreasing capital expenditures and technology costs on both the initial investment and 

maintenance of the BG roof can emerge upon the wider adoption of the technology, as BG roofs are still in a very early stage 

of adoption. In addition to (re)allocation of costs based on the benefits of BG roofs for actors, both increasing benefits and 

decreasing costs are key dimensions to consider for BG roof investors. 

A3. Network effects and scale-based advantages: for several key benefits of BG roofs beyond the building/roof level, building 

on scale-based advantages of BG roofs for sustainable urban development is essential. For urban water management, the 

benefits of BG roofs are largely dependent on whether individual BG roofs are interconnected into a wider network of smart 

BG roofs (which in turn operates as part of the urban water management system). For addressing urban climate-related 

impact such as mitigating urban heat island effects and diminishing air pollution, the large-scale adoption of BG roofs beyond 

a few select locations is essential, as these benefits only materialize at a larger scale of adoption. Hence, actively stimulating 

network effects and opportunities for larger-scale development of BG roofs (e.g. through actively promoting institutional 

dimensions B1 and B2), is important from a sustainable urbanization perspective. 

A4. Investor ecosystem: With the wider emergence of impact investing and the widespread incorporation of ESG 

(environmental, social, and governance) indicators into decision-making processes by investors (i.e. banks, institutional 

investors, private investors), the environmental and social benefits of BG roofs can make them a potentially interesting 

investment for private and public actors focusing on sustainable impact. Particularly for new construction, where BG roofs 

can be integrated into the design process of new residential and office buildings as part of a wider set of sustainable building 

solutions, it is worthwhile to assess the investor ecosystem at the city-level, to address which opportunities for BG roofs are 

the most promising, thereby also considering the institutional dimensions (B1 and B2 in particular) in the local urban 

environment.   

B. Institutional dimensions 

B1. Regulatory frameworks and policies: The presence of city-level regulations and policies regarding climate change 

mitigation and adaption in general, as well as for water management in particular, can be a central driver for sustainability-

oriented investments by public and private actors in the urban environment. In relation to BG roofs in particular, policies 

regarding water management which focus on storage of rainwater in the build environment, such as a rainwater ordinance 

for water storage on private property for new construction and major transformations to buildings in the existing build 

environment, would be a strong driver for BG roofs, as one of multiple options to arrange water storage in compliance with 

regulation for building owners. Assessing whether and how existing policies and regulations facilitate investments in 

sustainable solutions, and how potential changes to policies could further facilitate sustainable investments (also see B2), is 

therefore a key dimension for city governments as well as potential investors in BG roofs to consider.  

B2. Investment frameworks: Closely related to regulation and policies under B1, the availability of financial investment for 

sustainable investments including subsidies, tax incentives, credit schemes, and grants can be an important driver, especially 

for solutions such as BG roofs which are in a rather early stage of adoption in the market. With the wider emergence of impact 

investing and incorporating ESG indicators into decision-making processes by both public and private investors (see A4), 
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various investment frameworks in place can be a catalyst to stimulate BG roof investment, especially when the existing BG 

roof inventory in a city is minimal to none (which is the case in this stage of the technology adoption process). 

B3. Roadmaps and targets: For BG roof investment, the long-term perspective on how cities are planning to address 

persistent sustainability challenges can be important for investment in innovative solutions, such as BG roofs. With many 

(European) cities adopting roadmaps and targets for sustainability indicators (e.g. share of renewable energy, targets for 

energy efficiency, capping carbon emissions), which potentially result in favourable policies and regulations (B1) and 

investment incentives (B2), can be a catalyst for smart city investments, including BG roofs. 

B4. Political orientation: In line with the dimension mentioned above, the prevalent political views of the political parties in 

power at the city-level, and their inherent ability for agenda-setting relating to addressing persistent sustainability challenges 

across urban systems, can also be a catalyst for favourable policies and regulations (B1) and investment incentives (B2), and 

basis for ambitious climate-related targets for urban development (B3).    

 

C. Technological dimensions 

C1. Roof configuration: As a solution for urban climate change adaption and water management, BG roofs offer opportunities 

for creating additional value and adding benefits to the main configuration (water/vegetation) applied in the Resilio project. 

Value can be added to combining BG roods with other sustainable solutions for the build environment such as (light 

transmitting) solar panels, thus creating a blue-green-yellow configuration (water/vegetation/solar), or by combination an 

accessible rooftop environment with recreational facilities for residents and/or other types of (non-)commercial purposes, 

thus a blue-green-red configuration (water/vegetation/recreation). As specified in the economic dimensions, the 

configuration has implications for the economic, environmental, and social benefits of the roof (i.e. the overall value created) 

as well as the total cost of ownership for the building owner (i.e. the TCO over the lifetime of the roof) and the technical 

limitations of the roof and building. 

C2. Roof specifications: In addition to the different type of configurations, it is essential to assess whether the roof 

specifications of individual buildings allow for the construction of a BG roof from a technical perspective: the roof’s surface 

size and type, the roof’s load capacity and limitations, and the roof’s physical location in the build environment (also see C3) 

all can be key dimensions in the decision-making process for BG roof investments. Due to the location, load capacity 

limitations, or lack of a sizable flat roof surface, alternative solutions for water storage and management at the building level 

may be more suitable as a solution: assessing the suitability of BG roofs at the building/roof level is thus important as a critical 

dimension here, both for new and existing buildings. 

C3. Built environment specifications: In addition to the technical specifications of the building/roof, the wider characteristics 

of the build environment are also important to take into consideration, related to maximizing the impact of BG roofs on 

increasing urban resilience and adapting to climate change effects. Particularly, bottleneck areas for flooding and heat stress 

are relevant criteria here: mapping of city areas where heat-related stress and flooding-related risks are most pressuring, can 

help decision-makers in assessing potential areas where BG roofs have most impact on effective urban water management 

and climate change adaption. Ideally, C2 and C3 are both assessed positively in relation to a BG roof investment, given that 

the benefits (environmental in particular) are maximized in these locations in the build environment. 

C4. System of integrated and connected BG roofs: Given that the benefits of BG roofs for effective urban water management 

are largely dependent on whether individual BG roofs are interconnected into a wider network of smart BG roofs (which in 

turn operates as part of the urban water management system), as discussed in A3, arranging the technical interoperability of 

individual BG roofs with a wider system of interconnected BG roofs is a key dimension for decision-makers.  

C5. Interoperability with other urban systems: Beyond the interoperability of individual BG roofs with a wider system of 

interconnected BG roofs, the interoperability with other urban systems which are interlinked with water management is also 

important, particularly sewer systems.  

D. Stakeholder dimensions 

D1. Type of owner: The type of building/roof owner(s) is a key stakeholder dimension, related to the function and purpose 

of the building, and the type of value creation from BG roofs (economic, environmental, social) that is valued most 

prominently by the building/roof owner(s). This can be any type of public or private building/roof owner(s) in the urban 

environment, such as housing corporations (residential purposes), firms (commercial office purposes), real estate developers 
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(various purposes), city government (public office purposes), different types of non-commercial institutions (universities, 

museums, schools, etc.), and all other types of individually or collectively owned buildings.  Depending on the type of owner, 

environmental and social effects of BG roofs and impact on the building, neighbourhood, and city will be prioritized differently 

in the decision-making process for BG roof investments.  

D2. Type of ownership arrangement: In addition to the type of owner(s) of a specific building/roof, it is also important to 

consider the roles and responsibilities of individual building/roof owners in the broader system of interconnected BG roofs. 

Other stakeholders, particularly the responsible agency for water management in the city, have a central role in the day-to-

day operation of water management and storage in the BG roofs, when an individual BG roof in interlinked to the wider 

system of interconnected BG roofs. Hence, water management arrangements need to be in place for individual building/roof 

owners to organize the rights and responsibilities in the wider system of BG roofs, which is closely interlinked with the 

technological dimension specified in C4 and the wider governance arrangements of BG roofs discussed in chapter 2. 

D3. Stakeholder network: Insight in the interests and needs of relevant actors in urban stakeholder networks is central in the 

wider diffusion of BG roofs, given that the interconnected nature of (a system of) BG roofs goes beyond a single roof owner. 

In addition to the owner of the BG roof (which can be any of the owner types and configurations mentioned in D1 and D2), 

key stakeholders in the local urban environment include the city government (as local authority and legislator), waterboard 

(as water management agency, and connector between individual BG roofs), firms (as technology providers and construction 

contractors), and building occupants (as residents or users of the building), as well as potentially NGOs (as urban sustainability 

advocates), and knowledge institutions (as knowledge partners) in some circumstances.  

D4. Citizen and resident participation and engagement: Engaging inhabitants of the urban environment is an important 

dimension from a stakeholder perspective across different levels. At the city-level, engaging with citizens on the importance 

of climate change adaption and mitigation to build more sustainable and resilient urban environments, by addressing 

sustainability issues in key systems and infrastructures, is key for creating momentum for sustainable solutions such as BG 

roofs. Key benefits of BG roofs when applied at a large scale, such as mitigating urban heat island effects and reducing air 

pollution, are relevant for all city inhabitants, and thus go beyond building occupants. At the building, engagement with 

building residents to assess their (active or passive) role in decision-making processes regarding water stored in the BG roof 

and/or biodiversity that is being created is important to take into consideration. At the roof level, in case of a BG roof that is 

accessible to building occupants, roles and regulations regarding usage of the rooftop space should be in place, thus requiring 

engagement with the building occupants (which may be residents, employees, or others).    
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The table below plots each of the crirical dimensions in relation to the dominant level on which it is most relevant: 
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 Table 13: All dimensions and most relevant level on which the dimension influences the nature of the local environment for upscaling 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 
This governance deliverable is part of a wider set of deliverables that focus on the main themes in governing BG roofs, and 

focused on the business case as an essential underlying theme in BG roof investment decisions. After the introduction, section 

1 gave an overview of the main costs and benefits of BG roofs based on the SCBA, and provided insight in the type of transfer 

mechanisms that could be taken into account in the development of a business case for BG roofs based on the costs (i.e. TCO) 

and benefits (i.e. monetized economic, environmental, and social benefits). Section 2 and 3 focus on the main challenges for 

the Resilio project from a governance perspective in relation to the business case, specifically covering the maintenance costs 

of the Resilio roofs after the subsidization period (challenge 1) and opportunities for growing the number of BG roofs beyond 

the Resilio project within Amsterdam by building from the expertise with BG roofs that has been developed in the Resilio 

project over the last three years (challenge 2). Section 4 and 5 focused on the wider upscaling of BG roofs as a solution beyond 

the Resilio project, in particular the possible trajectories and key dimensions that can be driving and/or hindering factors in 

scaling of solutions for sustainable urban development.  

Given that BG roofs as a technological solution in sustainable urban development are in an early development stage, 

exemplified by Resilio as a pilot project funded by the EU-UIA to develop, test, and validate the solution in Amsterdam, 

developing a clear-cut business case has been challenging, particularly because the main benefits are societal (ecological and 

social) rather than economic in nature. Especially in the case of housing corporations, this can be complicated: they are 

primarily responsible for creating affordable housing in the city, and also aim to contribute to other societal goals such as 

contributing to climate change adaption and mitigation in the city. For BG roof investments, which confronts the housing 

corporations which additional costs as reflected in the SCBA, it would therefore make sense that public funding schemes 

should be in place to contribute to the TCO, based on the positive societal benefits from BG roof investments for the city as 

a whole. In addition, several benefits only start to materialize when BG roofs are adopted on a large scale (e.g. mitigating 

urban heat island effects), while scale-based advantages are difficult to achieve in such an early development stage. The 

monetization of benefits in the SCBA has provided a sound foundation to discuss how the transfer mechanisms could be 

applied to develop a viable business case, both through expert meetings as well as scientific research and input from 

professionals in the field of urban climate change adaption and mitigation. Through co-investments, (in)direct payments, 

subsidies, tax incentives, as well as adding benefits and reducing costs, section 3 and 4 have shown opportunities to move 

towards a break-even point or a positive NPV, which could be an important step in the wider diffusion on BG roofs in 

Amsterdam and beyond after the Resilio project is done.  

Four main conclusions can be drawn in this respect. First, developing a business case is difficult when the principal 

investor (i.e. roof owner) is solely responsible for the investment and maintenance costs (TCO) over the lifetime of the roof, 

as the benefits are primarily environmental and social in nature, and thus benefit society as a whole. Willingness to pay by 

other actors for benefits through co-investments or direct payments, such as the city municipality and water board, could be 

important when the 80% EU-UIA subsidy can not be taken into account for future investments. We recommend that a subsidy 

program for BG roof investments will in place as well (similar to the subsidy program for BG roofs in the Resilio project and 

for green roofs in the city of Amsterdam), to stimulate BG roof investments, as a sustainable solution for the urban build 

environment. Second, reducing the maintenance costs has a significant impact on the TCO and overall opportunity to develop 

a viable business case for BG roofs, particularly the maintenance of green on the roof, and the service costs for maintenance 

of the smart weirs on the roof. Metropolder, the lead company in the project responsible for the weirs, has already mentioned 

opportunities for reducing costs in this respect. Third, scale-based advantages are key for reaping the benefits of BG roofs as 

well as for reducing the overall investment cost per m2 of roof surface of the BG roof. For policy makers, actively moving 

towards an interconnected system of smart BG roofs in the city at scale where new BG roofs are being connected to this 

system enhances their value for urban water management, compared to having individual BG roofs that are not connected 

to the system. Fourth, we see major opportunity in terms of scaling for BG roofs for new buildings whereby the BG roof is 

part of the overall investment costs of the total building, whereby the roof is assessable for residents (in residential buildings) 

or occupants (in office buildings), and/or is integrated with other sustainable building solutions such as solar panels for power 

generation. This alters costs and benefits and thus the business case, as more transfer mechanisms could be applied to create 

a positive NPV and thus a scalable business case. 
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Appendix A: SCBA & Business case expert meeting 1 (JANUARY 2021) 

 

 

 

 

Governance	sessie	|	Januari	2021
Business	Case	en	MWMO	voor	de	RESILIO	daken

Andrew	Switzer
Willem	van	Winden

Daniel	van	den	Buuse
Elke	van	der	Heijden

Programma vandaag

1. Positionering sessie: business case en MWMO/omderhouds- en beheersoverenkomst
voor de RESILIO daken

Andrew Switzer

2. Business case: RESILIO daken (deze sessie) en simulaties voor opschaling (2021)
Daniel van den Buuse / Willem van Winden

3. Discussie: business case voor RESILIO daken na einde subsidie periode 
Willem van Winden / Andrew Switzer / Elke van der Heijden / Daniel van den Buuse

4. Afronding: terugkoppeling en vervolgstappen
Andrew Switzer

1.	Positionering	sessie
Onderhouds-

en beheer-
overeenkomst

Microwater-
management-
overeenkomst

Data-
management-plan

Aanbestedings-
leidraad

Businesscase

Participatieplan

Aanleiding sessie 
vBuisnesscase is een essentieel onderdeel van het 
governance arrangement 

v De het vinden van sluitende businesscase in de 
beheersfase (na subsidieperiode) is tijdens een aantal 
governance-sessies benoemd als urgent door de woning 
corporaties

Relatie businesscase – MWMO & onderhouds- en 
beheersovereenkomst
v Nadat er meer duidelijkheid is over de businesscase wordt 
de rolverdeling en verantwoordelijkheden in de 
overeenkomsten bepaald
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2.	Business	Case

v RESILIO: 80% EU subsidie op aanleg BG daken voor pilot, transfer van kosten en baten 
(op basis van MKBA) naar actoren is een centraal vraagstuk voor 2021

v Uitdaging 1 - RESILIO daken: na 5 jaar verloopt de 80% subsidie - hoe worden de 
kosten na aflopen van deze periode verdeeld in de specifieke situatie van RESILIO?

v Uitdaging 2 – opschaling BG daken: schaalbare business case voor BG ontwikkelen 
voor in Amsterdam en Europese steden zonder de 80% subsidie – welke 
scenario’s/simulaties zijn hiervoor het meest kansrijk? 

v Centraal: Koppeling tussen governance (rol van actoren) en MKBA (investerings- en 
exploitatiebegroting, transfer kosten en baten naar actoren

Overzicht	van	potentiële	baten	en	kosten	

KOSTEN (TCO)
v Investeringskosten
v Onderhoudskosten 

BATEN
v Biodiversiteit
v Waterberging

v Reductie hittestress (gebouw/stad)
v Zuivering luchtkwaliteit

v Vermindering geluidsoverlast

v Waardestijging vastgoed
v Vermeden publieke kosten (bv 

riooluitbreiding)
v Vermeden private kosten (bv 

onderhoudskosten)

VANDAAG
Focus op onderhoudskosten na 5 jaar, 
na aflopen van 80% EU-subsidie

BATEN

KOSTEN

CORPORATIE WATERNET BEWONERS GEMEENTE EU

+ Waardestijging 
vastgoed
+ Vermeden private 
kosten (onderhoud)

+ Waterberging + Hittereductie 
(gebouw)

+ Biodiversiteit
+ Wateroverlast
+ Hittereductie (stad)
+ Luchtkwaliteit
+ Geluidsoverlast
+ Vermeden publieke 
kosten (riooluitbreiding)

-- Investeringskosten 
(incl. subsidie 80%)

-- Onderhoudskosten 
(incl. subsidie 5 jaar)  

-- Subsidie van 80% 
(pilot/experiment)

VANDAAG:
CORPORATIE
DAKEN RESILIO
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BATEN

KOSTEN

CORPORATIE WATERNET BEWONERS GEMEENTE EU

+ Waardestijging 
vastgoed
+ Vermeden private 
kosten (onderhoud)

+ Waterberging + Hittereductie 
(gebouw)

+ Biodiversiteit
+ Wateroverlast
+ Hittereductie (stad)
+ Luchtkwaliteit
+ Geluidsoverlast
+ Vermeden publieke 
kosten (riooluitbreiding)

-- Investeringskosten 

-- Onderhoudskosten
(excl. subsidie)  

-- Subsidie van 80% 
(pilot/experiment)

X

FOCUS:
CORPORATIE
DAKEN NA 5 JR

Transfermechanismen	voor	baten	en	kosten

v transfer van baten en kosten tussen actoren maken om tot een schaalbare  
business case te komen zonder 80% EU subsidie

v Er zijn verschillende transfermechanismen voor de (in)directe transfer van 
baten en kosten, die in potentie een schaalbare business case kunnen creëren

v Op basis van de governance sessie tijdens de RESILIO consortium-dag in april 
zijn onder meer de volgende opties naar voren gekomen

TRANSFERMECHANISMEN BATEN EN KOSTEN (DIRECT/INDIRECT)

Co-investering en/of directe betalingen door actoren die profiteren van baten, maar 
niet of beperkt kosten dragen

Subsidieregeling vanuit de (nationale/lokale) overheid voor de aanleg van BG daken

Belastingregeling heffingskorting of differentiëren, bv. Rioolbel. /Waterschapbel.

Volumevergoeding voor bv. waterberging op het dak per m2 voor eigenaar dak 
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VERGROTEN VAN BATEN  (VERGROTEN WAARDEPROPOSITIE)

Verhuur/lease (gebruiksrecht zonder eigendomsoverdracht) van het dakoppervlak 
aan derde partij (urban farming, commerciële exploitatie, andere functie)

Tarief voor gebruik daktuin met verblijfsfunctie voor bewoners (blauw-groen-rood)

Combineren met duurzame oplossingen, bv. zonnepanelen (blauw-groen-geel)

Vertaling naar sessie vandaag

Focusgebied 1: Een verdeelsleutel voor de verdeling van onderhoudskosten van 
corporatiedaken in RESILIO na 5 jaar, gekoppeld aan de MKBA en transfermechanismen 

-> Hoe kunnen de RESILIO daken blijven liggen na jaar 5? 

Focusgebied 2: Toewerken naar een business case voor de verdeling van de Total Cost of 
Ownership (TCO), gekoppeld aan de MKBA en transfermechanismen 

-> Hoe komen er meer BG corporatiedaken bij komen exclusief de 80% EU-subsidie? 

Doel discussie straks: uitgangspunten voor strategie benoemen voor case ‘Corporatiedaken’

Opzet voor vandaag

Onderdeel 1: Simulatiecase ‘Corporatiedaken na 5 jaar’ 

Onderdeel 2: Wat zijn mogelijke financiële verdeelsleutels, welke transfermechanismen staan 
centraal, en welke voorwaarden zijn verbonden

Onderdeel 3: Delen van de uitkomsten en variaties in verdeelsleutels

Onderdeel 4: Conclusies en vervolgstappen
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Scenario’s	‘corporatiedaken na vijf jaar’

1) Negatief scenario: dak systeem afbreken want levert overlast

2) Scenario vervanging: geen onderhoud van dak systeem door kosten, laten openstaan of 
vervangen klep

3) Scenario eigendom centraal: woningcorporatie zien voordeel, en nemen als dakeigenaar alle 
kosten voor onderhoud op zich 

4) Scenario kosten-baten verdeling centraal: kosten worden gedeeld tussen actoren die baten 
genieten van het BG dak, en/of jaarlijkse onderhoudskosten kunnen omlaag

3.	Vertaling naar discussie

Het van belang te zoeken naar een verdeelsleutel voor betaling van onderhoudskosten voor de 
RESILIO daken na de subsidieperiode, én daarbinnen naar variatie in mogelijkheden voor dekking 
van kosten (RESILIO-daken) en TCO (opschaling corporatiedaken) te identificeren

Voorbeelden RESILIO-daken:
v Lagere onderhoudskosten klep metropolder bij grotere schaal (bij systeem van daken)
v Gemeente betaald groenonderhoud per m2, zoals nu voor onderhoud groen in openbare ruimte
v Waternet kan per m2 waterberging bij grote schaal meebetalen
v Bewoners gaan betalen in servicekosten
v Nieuwe subsidieregeling 
v Belastingkorting
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Appendix B: SCBA & Business case expert meeting 2 (JUNE  2021) 
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